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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Without looking up from this thesis, it is most likely an easy feat for you to recall the
location of a characteristic landmark in your environment relative to your own, such as the
door you last passed through. This inconspicuous ability of ours actually reflects some
amazing evolutionary achievements. Without having to look we can maintain a spatial
representation of our environment for long periods of time and we can mentally travel
back to re-visit previous locations, such as the door we last past through. Even if you were
to close your eyes, and walk a few meters in an arbitrary direction, your estimate of the
direction and the distance to the door would likely be reasonably accurate (Loomis et al.,
1993). Similarly, in larger sparse environments people can directly return to a start location
after a long, erratic outwards journey without direct vision, as Darwin already noted in 1873
(Darwin, 1873). Based on studies in rats and in humans, in the 1930s Tolman suggested, that
some animals, such as mammals possess a ‘cognitive map’ (Tolman, 1948) of the spatial
layout of the environment. He put forward the idea that this internal map could be used for
sophisticated navigation. For example, to find the optimal path through an environment,
to plan detours around obstacles and to take novel shortcuts where possible. During
his time, however, behaviourism provided the dominant framework to explain learning
and memory, which was seen as the result of direct associations between stimuli (such
as the view of a spatial scene or a landmark) and responses (e.g. turn left at the bakery
and walk ten steps). Stimulus-response matching or rule-based mechanisms can indeed
explain various simple forms of navigation behaviour. However, Tolman’s suggestion went
much further, since it proposed a mental process of an internalised Euclidean map that
represented the spatial layout of the surrounding and could be used for planning and
execution of navigation and wayfinding. Due to a lack of technological means at his time
the suggested cognitive map constituted essentially unobservable processes in the ‘black
box’ of the brain. His hypothesis, therefore, lay dormant for a number of decades.

Opening the ‘black box’
It was not until 1978 that O’Keefe and Nadel revived the cognitive map hypothesis in an
influential book proposing not only that many animals indeed possess such a spatial
representation, but that it can be localised to a specialised brain region called the
hippocampus, located deep in the brain’s temporal lobes (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). This
brain region, named for the resemblance of its shape to that of a sea horse (Per Andersen,
Morris, Amaral, Bliss, & O’Keefe, 2007), was considered to play a fundamental role in
long-term associative memory. This idea was strongly influenced by a case report of the
effects of surgical removal of both hippocampi and neighbouring regions in patient ‘H.M.’
(Scoville & Milner, 1957). This resulted in severe anterograde amnesia (the patient could
no longer form new episodic memories) and a partial retrograde amnesia (the patient
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could no longer recall some memories of events that occurred before the surgery). These
drastic impairments seen in the case of patient H.M. helped to establish a link between
the hippocampus and memory. One insight was that perceptual-, cognitive- and motor
skills are preserved in amnesia (N. J. Cohen & Squire, 1980; Squire & Wixted, 2011), which
was the basis for the proposal of two distinct neural systems for memory, one supporting
declarative knowledge and the other procedural knowledge. Declarative knowledge refers
to memories that can be explicitly verbalized, such as memory for facts or experienced
events. Hippocampal damage strongly affects recently acquired declarative memory,
which led to the standard model of systems consolidation stating that over time structural
changes in the neocortex render these memories independent of the hippocampus
(Frankland & Bontempi, 2005; Squire., R. Larry & Alvarez., 1995). Procedural knowledge
refers to memories for acquired skills, such as playing a musical instrument (Squire &
Wixted, 2011), which appear to rely on different brain structures than the hippocampal
formation.

Traces of the cognitive map
To directly study the function of neuronal activity in the hippocampus new techniques were
developed, which involved electrical recordings in freely behaving rats. These showed
that electrical signals differed depending on the behaviour of the animal, e.g. sitting
still compared to moving (Vanderwolf, 1969). John O’Keefe and his student Dostrovsky
perfected this method and related the activity of single cells to the behaviour of a freely
moving animal, which led to the discovery of so-called ‘place cells’ in the hippocampus
(O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971). These cells fired whenever the animal would pass a certain
part of its environment, apparently independent of movement direction or the motivation
to reach that location. In 1978 O’Keefe and Nadel aggregated these empirical findings
into a theoretical framework, suggesting that a representation of the environment in the
hippocampus can be used to calculate efficient paths, building on the behavioural work
from Tolman. However, their proposal went beyond Tolman’s suggestion. They proposed
that the hippocampus provides not only a framework for navigation, but is also the core of
a spatial scaffold within which elements and events of one’s experience are located and
interrelated. As such, it might be essential for the formation of episodic, autobiographical
memory that defines a fundamental aspect of human lives.
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The grid: microstructure of a spatial map
But what enables the location-specific responses of place cells? Edvard and May-Britt
Moser showed that place cells still fired at specific locations even after severing important
intra-hippocampal connections between subregion CA3 and CA1 (Brun et al., 2002). The
internal hippocampal circuitry could thus not be uniquely responsible to compute this
spatial signal. Coming back to the initial example, to determine the location of the door you
last passed through requires both a direction and a distance estimate. In terms of anatomy,
place cells in the hippocampus are located at the top of a cortical hierarchy (Felleman &
Van Essen, 1991), far removed from sensory organs, and they can be modulated by widely
different inputs such as odor, vision or haptic information (Knierim, 2015), suggesting their
activity reflects the integration of heterogeneous processes. Further electrophysiological
research in freely moving rodents discovered the existence of head-direction cells
in the postsubiculum (Ranck, 1984) that fired whenever the animal’s head pointed in a
certain direction, independent of location, thereby signaling absolute direction akin to a
compass. Later, they were found in various other regions such as the thalamus and the
entorhinal cortex (Taube, 2007). The entorhinal cortex has a unique anatomical position
that constitutes the main interface for connections from the cortex to the hippocampus
and back (Canto, Wouterlood, & Witter, 2008; Figure 1). In search for the origin of the
spatial activity of place cells in the hippocampus, Edvard and May-Britt Moser studied
activity in the main input region to the hippocampus – the superficial layers of the medial
entorhinal cortex of rats (Venkhatesh, 2015). This led to the discovery of grid cells in 2005
(Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser, & Moser, 2005), which fire in a remarkable tiling pattern, at
the vertices of roughly equilateral triangles. Their activity pattern has been suggested to
reflect a metric system for space (Buzsáki & Moser, 2013; Hafting et al., 2005) and to play
a role in the ability to return back to a start location after a complex outwards path and
without vision, termed ‘path integration’ (McNaughton, Battaglia, Jensen, Moser, & Moser,
2006). In 2014, John O’Keefe and Edvard and May-Britt Moser jointly received the Nobel
Prize in physiology and medicine for their seminal discoveries (The Nobel Committee for
Physiology or Medicine, 2014). This gave recognition to the enormous potential that their
achievements opened up for understanding cognition from a system perspective that
integrates the diverse levels of description of molecules and cells, circuits, the organism
and its behaviour in the world.

More knowledge, more questions
However, there remains a vast gap between the astounding insights from many studies
in rodents and our understanding of the human brain and its physiology. The evolutionary
invention of spatial knowledge may have served as a prototype for more complex kinds of
knowledge, shaping our ability to organise and remember our experiences (Jeffery, 2003),
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but we are still far away from an understanding of the architecture of the cognitive map in
terms of structure (e.g. anatomical circuitry) and function (e.g. geometrical computations)
in any species. This may ultimately open a door to understand the nature of other kinds of
knowledge and help to create technologies for autonomous wayfinding.
In this thesis, I will try to close the gap between research on the architecture of spatial
cognition and memory in humans and in other animals by studying structure-function
relationships at the interface between the hippocampus and the neocortex - the entorhinal
cortex - during navigation in humans. To this end I employ methodological approaches,
such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), virtual reality navigation,
behavioural testing and computational modelling. Crucially, these methods unfold a
larger potential to generate new insights if used in combination with each other and when
they are integrated with findings from the diverse studies on the anatomical organization
and electrophysiological functions of the circuitry for spatial behaviour and memory in
the medial temporal lobes across species. Below I will elaborate on the methodological
approaches used in this thesis.

Structure and function in cognitive neuroscience.
The general approach of this thesis pertains to the field of cognitive neuroscience, which is
derived from the Greek word gnόsis meaning knowledge (Franchi, 2011) and neuron meaning
‘sinew, tendon’ (Pearsall & Hanks, 1998). As such, cognitive neuroscience inherently
addresses the interrelationship between the fast dynamics of functional behaviour or mental
faculties and their more slowly changing biological structures. An important contribution
to the structural foundations of cognitive neuroscience were made by Korbinian Brodmann
at the beginning of the twentieth century. Equipped with a microscope and dyes to stain
tissue and highlight the morphology and arrangement of different types of cells, he
realised that different patches of the mammalian neocortex could be distinguished solely
based on their cytoarchitecture, e.g. the size, shape and arrangement of cells and the
relative thickness and composition of the six neocortical layers (Brodmann, 1909). With
this method, he could map out brain regions based on structure that were differentially
involved in function and behaviour, as became clearer later on, such as the sensory and
motor cortices. In addition, famous case studies of patients with (structural) lesions limited
to certain parts of the brain showed that the subsequent functional deficits were often also
limited to certain abilities, such as the formation of autobiographical or declarative (verbal)
memories in the case of patient H.M. This localisation of brain function played an important
role in cognitive neuroscience, but has some significant limitations for supporting a deeper
understanding of brain functioning. A purely modular view of brain function gives no credit
to the fact that most functions employ wide arrays of brain regions, for example there is
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no ‘single location of memory’ (Lashley, 1950) and even sensory processing appears to be
sparse and distributed (Lin, Bygrave, de Calignon, Lee, & Miesenböck, 2014). Therefore,
more recent approaches focus on network dynamics and structures, at different levels of
description and in combination with computational models to gain understanding of the
causal mechanisms that can explain how cognitive abilities can arise (Poldrack & Farah,
2015).

Anatomy of the hippocampal formation
The entorhinal cortex together with the rest of the hippocampal formation (i.e. the
hippocampus proper with the dentate gyrus, the cornu Ammonis areas and the subiculum)
have a well organised intrinsic and extrinsic pattern of connectivity that is relatively well
preserved across species (Canto et al., 2008). Figure 1 illustrates the location of the two
main subregions of the rat entorhinal cortex (MEC and LEC) and their very different cortical
connectivity profiles.
Diverse neocortical regions have anatomical connections that converge on the
hippocampal formation, the apex of a cortical hierarchy (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991). At
the level of the EC the two main subregions differ not only in their connectivity profiles
and cytoarchitecture, but also show different functional signatures. For example, the LEC
harbours cells that can respond to the identity of single objects (Deshmukh & Knierim,
2011; Knierim, Neunuebel, & Deshmukh, 2014; Tsao, Moser, & Moser, 2013), whereas the
MEC harbors cells that signal general aspects of space, such as head direction cells for a
compass-like signal and grid cells for a map-like signal (Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al.,
2006). However, the object responses in LEC can also be linked to a given spatial location
(Tsao et al., 2013) and the spatial responses in the MEC can be linked to a single landmark
(Hafting et al., 2005), highlighting the interrelatedness of their respective functions. A
structural characteristic of the entorhinal cortex is an apparently modular organisation
with cell-dense patches or islands that forms bumps on the cortical surface, the so-called
‘verrucae’ that are visible by eye on gross dissections of human brains (Augustinack et
al., 2011; Klingler, 1948). A similar organisation has been described in rats (Burgalossi et
al., 2011). One hypothesis suggested ‘isomorphic mapping’ between the structural array
of entorhinal islands and the functional array of the spatial activity of grid cells (Brecht et
al., 2014), however the actual mechanisms remain unknown. Both intrinsic and extrinsic
connectivity is likely to play a role for the activity of grid cells.
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the structure of the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus
(shown on a rat brain).
A Posterolateral view of the left entorhinal cortex. The yellow line indicates the border between the
medial and the lateral subdivision. B Schematic representation of the hippocampus in dorsoventral
extent. The pink-to-blue colour gradient shows the longitudinal organisation of entorhinalhippocampal connectivity that are related to the same colours in A and C, which show medialto-lateral organisation in the entorhinal cortex. C Schematic illustration of the main connections
of the entorhinal cortex with the neocortex. Note that 1) the two subdivisions, the medial medial
and the lateral entorhinal cortex (MEC and LEC, respectively) differ in their connectivity patterns
and 2) they are not simply divided medially and laterally as their name suggests, but rather also
posterior-dorsally and anterior-ventrally. White arrows indicate bands of intrinsic connectivity along
the mediolateral axis. The main connectivity patterns highlight the crucial role of the entorhinal
cortex in mediating interactions between both anterior and posterior regions of the neocortex with
the hippocampal formation. (Adapted from Witter, 2011; Creative Common license).
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Neocortex

FIGURE 2 | Simplified connectivity between the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus.
In transversal cross-sections, the hippocampal circuitry is characterised by projections from
entorhinal layer II and III to the hippocampus. Projections from EC layer II to DG constitute the
entry point of the classical ‘trisynaptic pathway’ that subsequently includes projections from DG
to CA3 and from CA3 to CA1. This has become known as the indirect pathway to CA1, whereas
projections from EC layer III to CA1 provide the direct pathway. Both CA1 and the subiculum send
back projections to the deep layers of the EC, which in turn project back to the neocortex. CA
cornu ammonis. SUB subiculum. EC entorhinal cortex. Roman numbers denote cortical layers. Note
that the circuit consists of multiple, parallel loops. Based on Witter, Canto, Couey, Koganezawa, &
O’Reilly, 2014.

Within the hippocampal formation there are parallel loops of connectivity, some of which
are shown in Figure 2 (simplified illustration based on Witter, Canto, Couey, Koganezawa,
& O’Reilly, 2014). Particular differences can be noted with respect to cortical laminae.
Entorhinal layer II cells mainly project to the dentate gyrus and hippocampal field CA3, and
neurons in layer III largely target field CA1 and the subiculum. Hippocampal output reaches
the entorhinal cortex mainly through the deep layers V and VI, which also constitute the
origin of widespread reciprocal projections to the rest of the brain. As such the entorhinal
cortex forms the main gatekeeper between neocortex and hippocampus and will be
the focus of this thesis. Despite a large number of studies on structure and function, the
mechanistic role of the entorhinal cortex in spatial navigation and memory remains poorly
understood. It appears to specifically support translation of sensory information into higher
order representations, such as conscious memory (Eichenbaum, Yonelinas, & Ranganath,
2007).
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Important insights into the anatomy and the neurophysiology of the hippocampal formation
relied on novel techniques that used invasive, in-vivo electrical recordings or post-mortem
axonal tracings in non-human animals. These approaches have two disadvantages. Firstly,
they sample only a very limited part of the brain, and secondly, they involve harming
the animals. To study structure and function of memory and space in the human brain
warrants non-invasive measurement techniques that sample large parts of the brain at
the best possible resolution. An ideal method is functional magnetic resonance imaging
that with recently developed setups of high-field scanners together with parallel imaging
procedures allows whole-brain measurements at sub-millimetre resolution.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a technique that can measure brain
activity by detecting changes related to the flow of blood (Huettel, Song, & McCarthy, 2009).
Cerebral blood flow is coupled to the activity of neurons, so that a brain area that increases
its activity will show increased blood flow after a short delay of a few seconds (Leithner &
Royl, 2014). A major advantage of fMRI is, that it allows studying both brain structure and
brain function, while being a non-invasive method that does not require participants to
get injections or undergo surgery. Participants are placed in a large magnet with a strong
magnetic field (commonly 1.5 or 3 Tesla). Protons in the body of the participants have their
own small magnetic field associated with their spin or rotation and in the presence of
the external magnetic field this will align parallel or antiparallel with the direction of the
external field with almost equal probability. However, a minute fraction of protons ‘prefers’
to be aligned parallel, which creates an overall bias in parallel and antiparallel orientations
that results in a measureable magnetisation difference. This effect depends on the
strength of the external magnetic field. Before meaningful images can be measured,
radio waves are being used to ‘push’ the spin of protons in an orthogonal direction. In
the process of returning to their original orientation, they emit a ‘resonance’ signal. The
changes in magnetisation along the longitudinal direction (parallel with the main magnetic
field) and the transverse orientation can give complementary information and the former
is often preferred for structural imaging while the latter is particularly important for the
generation of the functional blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal that is most
commonly used in fMRI studies (Huettel et al., 2009). The BOLD signal has its basis in the
different magnetisation properties of hemoglobin in the oxygenated and deoxygenated
state (Chou, 2008). Increases in neuronal activity levels of a brain region can lead to a
vascular phenomenon called the hemodynamic response, which results in relatively more
oxyhemoglobin than deoxyhemoglobin (i.e. oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin,
respectively. Chou, 2008). FMRI can indirectly probe neuronal activity due to this coupling
between neuronal activity and vascular responses. Magnetic gradients along different
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spatial dimensions are being used to localise the signal. Furthermore, to accurately map
structure and function at a fine-grained level, it is important to effectively discriminate the
signal from nearby locations. However, smaller image elements - the cube-like voxels
- sample fewer cells and fewer vessels. This leads to a decrease in sensitivity and signalto-noise ratio. One way to compensate is to increase the strength of the external magnetic
field. In this thesis I used fMRI at 3 Tesla with 2 mm3 voxel resolution, as well as fMRI at
7 Tesla with sub-millimetre resolution to study the fine-grained relationships between
structure and function of space and memory in the entorhinal cortex, down to the level of
cortical laminar segments. Participants have to be stationary during an fMRI experiment,
therefore, in order to investigate spatial navigation and memory I let participants freely
navigate virtual-reality environments during fMRI scanning, as described below.

Virtual reality
Investigating spatial navigation behaviour and its processing in the brain on a mechanistic
level requires a high degree of control over environmental factors such as landmarks
and the geometry of boundaries and it must allow for simultaneous measurements
of brain activity. Virtual reality (VR) is therefore a method of choice, since the head of
participants can remain still while they use controllers to navigate freely through the
virtual environment. In addition, the experimenter has full control over factors, such as the
structure and geometry of the environment and how the participants can move through
it. One disadvantage is, that vestibular and proprioceptive processing will differ compared
to actual navigation, due to the lack of locomotion. However, single-cell recordings in
head-fixed rats performing VR navigation on a ball that tracks their movement responses
show that place and grid cells can still be identified purely based on the virtual movement
paths of the animals (Domnisoru, Kinkhabwala, & Tank, 2013; Harvey, Collman, Dombeck,
& Tank, 2009). This suggests that vestibular input is not required to study navigation in the
hippocampal formation with VR, and is in line with the view of the hippocampal formation
as a multimodal system that can flexibly utilise the available sensory information to guide
behaviour.
To address novel questions on the fine-grained differences in function of entorhinal
subregions and entorhinal laminar segments during navigation necessitates not only the
combination of high-resolution fMRI at 7 Tesla and free navigation in virtual reality, but
also novel analysis methods. In search of the human homologues of the rodent MEC and
LEC I employed ConGrads (Haak, Jbabdi, & Beckmann, 2014), which allows for tracing
the dominant modes of functional connectivity change within a pre-specified region of
the brain in a fully data-driven manner. To investigate human grid-cell representations I
used a recently developed fMRI proxy measure of grid-cell population activity (Doeller,
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Barry, & Burgess, 2010). Finally, I implemented this approach in a genetic imaging study
to combine fMRI, virtual reality, genetic screening and grid-cell proxy measures for the
investigation of the effects of a genetic predisposition for Alzheimer’s disease on spatial
processing (Kunz et al., 2015).
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THESIS OUTLINE
The amazing ability of animals to effectively navigate their environments, e.g. to take
shortcuts, return to a start location without direct vision or to plan efficient routes to a
goal location, have been investigated from behavioural (Kelly, McNamara, Bodenheimer,
Carr, & Rieser, 2008), biological (Hafting et al., 2005), cognitive (Mittelstaedt, 1962) and
engineering (Milford, Wiles, & Wyeth, 2010) perspectives. At the same time, anatomists
have been navigating the brain structures of the hippocampal formation that subserve
spatial navigation and memory (Witter et al., 2014).
The aim of my doctoral thesis is to study structure-function relationships in the brain, in
particular in the hippocampal formation, in relationship to spatial navigation and memory.
Chapter 2 and chapter 4 address the relationship between structure and function from
the perspective of the brain, the entorhinal cortex in particular, itself. Chapter 2 describes
a study on gradients of functional connectivity along the entorhinal cortex, while chapter
4 focuses on functional differences in the perpendicular direction of laminar segments in
the depth of the cortex. In contrast, chapter 3 takes another approach starting with the
question how the structure and geometry of the spatial environments that participants
navigate through affects the functional processing within the entorhinal cortex. Finally, a
complementary view on structure-function relationships was given in a study I contributed
to, on the functional effects of genetic predisposition for Alzheimer’s disease (i.e. a disease
that affects structural integrity) on entorhinal grid-cell like representations (Kunz et al.,
2015).

Chapter 2
The early brain parcellation maps from Brodmann distinguished two subdivisions of the
entorhinal area (Brodmann area 28 and 34; Brodmann, 1909). Later on, in rodents two major
subdivisions of the entorhinal cortex have been distinguished and it is well understood
that the rodent lateral and medial entorhinal cortex (LEC and MEC, respectively) exhibit
different structural connectivity patterns and play different functional roles (Eichenbaum
& Lipton, 2008; Hafting et al., 2005; Knierim et al., 2014). The EC is also among the first
brain areas affected by Alzheimer’s disease. Recent studies localised the area affected
by preclinical symptoms in LEC in both humans and mice (Khan et al., 2013), implying
homology between those regions. A similar assumption was made in neuroimaging
studies on different forms of memory (Reagh & Yassa, 2014; Schultz, Sommer, & Peters,
2012). However, this assumption is controversial and remains hitherto untested, because
the characteristic connectivity fingerprints of the rodent MEC and LEC map on the
anteroposterior axis in primates, rather than the mediolateral axis (Suzuki & Amaral, 1994).
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The results of the study described in chapter 2 provide evidence for a functional division
along the anteroposterior entorhinal axis, in contrast to findings within the current literature.
This study involved three independent fMRI datasets - two acquired at 7 Tesla and another
large, publicly available dataset of the Human Connectome Project acquired at 3 Tesla.

Chapter 3
Our ability to self-localise and to map and navigate the world is a fundamental aspect
of life and separate studies have focused on behavioural (Kelly et al., 2008), biological
(Hafting et al., 2005) or cognitive (Mittelstaedt, 1962) aspects of navigation, but an
overarching framework and an understanding of the underlying mechanisms is still
lacking (Vickerstaff & Cheung, 2010). Grid cells have been suggested to play an important
role in navigation (Burgess, Barry, & O’Keefe, 2007; McNaughton et al., 2006), but their
precise function remains poorly understood, despite a large number of studies. Chapter
3 addresses the functional role of grid cells using three separate lines of evidence. First,
I employ computational modelling of geometric computations (Euclidean triangulation,
in particular) in the presence of noise, or random fluctuations, to simulate how the brain
would perform these computations during navigation and how the structure of the spatial
environment affects these functions. Second, I describe two fMRI studies with participants
freely navigating different virtual environments, that were analysed using a recently
developed fMRI proxy measure of grid-cell population activity in the human brain (Doeller
et al., 2010). Third, I describe a behavioural study to test the prediction, derived from
the results of the computational modelling and the fMRI studies, that human distance
estimation is more precise along directions preferred by the entorhinal grid-system.
With this combination of computational modelling, virtual reality, fMRI and behavioural
testing in humans I sought to test a putative link between the entorhinal grid-cell system
and trigonometric computations from Euclidean mathematics, triangulation in particular
- the core mapping technique used in cartography since centuries. The results provide
converging evidence for a functional role of the grid-cell system in wayfinding and spatial
cognition across species that could explain the impact of environmental geometry (Krupic,
Bauza, Burton, Barry, & O’Keefe, 2015; T. Stensola, Stensola, Moser, & Moser, 2015) on the
grid-system and address debates on models of spatial cognition and the mechanistic
basis and functional role of grid cells.

Chapter 4
A hallmark of the organisation of vertebrate brains is the presence of a cortex with
a laminated structure (Northcutt, 2002). The functional relevance of this ubiquitous
phenomenon is still poorly understood. Single-unit recording studies of the multilayered
entorhinal network in freely-moving rodents show that spatially tuned cells, such as grid
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cells have a distinct laminar distribution and are most ubiquitous in the middle and upper
layer (layer III and layer II). In addition, the connectivity with the hippocampus and the
rest of the cortex differs significantly between layers (see Figure 2). The work described in
chapter 4 investigated spatial processing in the multilayered entorhinal network in humans
by taking advantage of sub-millimetre fMRI at 7 Tesla and virtual reality navigation. With
three different approaches I found distinct laminar processing for 1) functional connectivity
with visual regions during movement, 2) the distribution of grid-cell representations and 3)
correlations with behaviour. This triple dissociation of findings is in line with invasive tracing
studies in non-human animals, grid-cell distributions in rats and studies on temporal
association memory in mice, respectively.

Chapter 5
Finally, in chapter 5 I summarise the empirical findings of my doctoral studies and discuss
them in the context of a perspective of structure-function relationships that may underlie
the architectures for spatial memory and behaviour and conclude with an outlook on
future directions for studies on structure-function relationships in the brain and cognition.

CHAPTER
Functional topography of the
human entorhinal cortex
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ABSTRACT
Despite extensive research on the role of the rodent medial and lateral entorhinal cortex
(MEC/LEC) in spatial navigation, memory and related disease, their human homologues
remain elusive. Here, we combine high-field functional magnetic resonance imaging at 7
T with novel data-driven and model-based analyses to identify corresponding subregions
in humans based on the well-known global connectivity fingerprints in rodents and
sensitivity to spatial and non-spatial information. We provide evidence for a functional
division primarily along the anteroposterior axis. Localising the human homologue of the
rodent MEC and LEC has important implications for translating studies on the hippocampoentorhinal memory system from rodents to humans.
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INTRODUCTION
The entorhinal cortex (EC) – defining the interface between the hippocampus and the
neocortex (Muñoz & Insausti, 2005) - plays a pivotal role in the integration of different
sensory inputs into higher order mnemonic representations (Eichenbaum et al., 2007;
Moser & Moser, 2013). In rodents - and on the basis of cytoarchitectonics - the EC is
typically (Canto et al., 2008; Kerr, Agster, Furtak, & Burwell, 2007; van Strien, Cappaert, &
Witter, 2009) subdivided into two major subregions, the medial- and the lateral entorhinal
cortex (MEC and LEC, respectively). The MEC receives inputs about spatial information
from parahippocampal cortex (PHC) and the LEC receives item-related information from
perirhinal cortex (PRC) (Deshmukh & Knierim, 2011; Knierim et al., 2014; Ranganath &
Ritchey, 2012; van Strien et al., 2009). Similar functional roles of the PHC and PRC have
been described in humans (Davachi, Mitchell, & Wagner, 2003; Duarte, Henson, & Graham,
2011; Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Ekstrom & Bookheimer, 2007; R. Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998;
Litman, Awipi, & Davachi, 2009; Martin, McLean, O’Neil, & Köhler, 2013; Staresina, Duncan,
& Davachi, 2011; Vilberg & Davachi, 2013) and relate to distinct visual processing streams
(Kravitz, Saleem, Baker, & Mishkin, 2011). The differential input pattern into the rodent LEC
and MEC also dovetails with a cell-type specific functional specialisation (Eichenbaum &
Lipton, 2008). The MEC contains a high proportion of head-direction and grid cells, whose
activity is modulated by running direction and spatial location, respectively (Hafting et al.,
2005; Sargolini et al., 2006). In contrast, cells in the LEC respond to individual objects in
the environment rather than to specific locations (Deshmukh & Knierim, 2011; Knierim et
al., 2014; Tsao et al., 2013).
Despite a wealth of data and marked differences in structure and function of the rodent
MEC and LEC evidence for their human homologue remains elusive. This hampers
translational studies, which is particularly relevant in the case of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
with AD pathology starting in the entorhinal cortex (Braak & Braak, 1992). Within the EC,
the vulnerability to AD-related pathology is not homogeneously distributed and differs
between medial and lateral strips in humans, which has been related to similar findings in
the rodent MEC and LEC, respectively (Khan et al., 2013). However, the localization of the
human homologue of the rodent MEC and LEC remains unclear. A source of considerable
confusion is the fact that ‘MEC’ and ‘LEC’ are referring to cytoarchitectonically defined
areas and not to anatomical locations. Hence, they do not circumscribe strips of medial
and lateral entorhinal cortex. Rather, the MEC is located medially in the septal (posterior)
part of the EC and the LEC is located laterally in the temporal (anterior) part of the EC in
rodents (van Strien et al., 2009). Furthermore, tracing studies on PHC and PRC pathways
in non-human primates suggest a dominant septo-temporal division (Insausti & Amaral,
2008; Suzuki & Amaral, 1994), as do single-unit recordings that show activity consistent
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with the rodent LEC in the temporal (anterior) EC in primates (Killian, Jutras, & Buffalo,
2012). In contrast, neuroimaging studies on memory in healthy participants (Reagh & Yassa,
2014; Schultz et al., 2012) and participants with preclinical AD (Khan et al., 2013) suggest
that the rodent MEC and LEC map on medial and lateral strips of EC in humans.
To resolve this discrepancy in the literature, one needs to investigate the relatively small
EC (25 - 30 mm2 in humans; Krimer, Hyde, Herman, & Saunders, 1997) with high anatomical
precision. An earlier study investigated entorhinal connectivity with high-resolution
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), but averaged signal changes over the entire
region (Lacy & Stark, 2012). To achieve higher resolution imaging, here we leveraged highfield, sub-millimetre fMRI at 7T and sought to identify the human homologue of the rodent
MEC and LEC by informing our analysis by well-known functional and structural properties
of the EC. Specifically, it has been shown that MEC and LEC exhibit differential connectivity
with cortical regions (Kerr et al., 2007; van Strien et al., 2009; Witter, Groenewegen, Lopes
da Silva, & Lohman, 1989). The differential fingerprints of anatomical connectivity should
lead to differences in functional connectivity identifiable with fMRI (Buckner, Krienen, &
Yeo, 2013; Johansen-Berg et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2014). To test patterns of functional
connectivity, we measured whole-brain activity while participants performed a virtual
reality task with spatial and non-spatial components and validated the results in publicly
available resting-state data from the WU-Minn Human Connectome Project (Smith et al.,
2013; Van Essen et al., 2013; HCP - www.humanconnectome.org). In addition, differential
sensitivity to spatial and non-spatial stimuli could provide converging evidence to identify
the human homologue of the rodent MEC and LEC, which we tested in a third, independent
dataset. A complementary approach to the global network perspective presented here is
given by Maass et al. (Maass, Berron, Libby, Ranganath, & Düzel, 2015) who scrutinized the
fine-grained connectivity pattern of medial temporal regions with the EC.

RESULTS
A recent model on cortical memory networks (Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012) posits that an
anterior-temporal (AT) system converges on the PRC and a posterior-medial (PM) system
on the PHC. Based on studies in rodents, the two networks are hypothesised to connect
to either the LEC or the MEC, respectively (Kerr et al., 2007; van Strien et al., 2009; Witter et
al., 1989). Studies in non-human primates predict that the entorhinal projections of the two
systems show a strong anteroposterior division (Suzuki & Amaral, 1994). In order to test this
prediction and to elucidate the role of the EC, we first applied a model-based approach on
fMRI data acquired while participants were performing a virtual-reality navigation task to
directly mimic studies in rodents (see Methods for details). This task targeted all entorhinal
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systems, because it involved both navigation-related spatial components and processing
of non-spatial stimuli.
We created spherical regions-of-interest (ROIs) with 4 mm radius around coordinates
pertaining to either of the networks (Libby, Ekstrom, Ragland, & Ranganath, 2012; Ranganath
& Ritchey, 2012) (see Table 1), as well as ROIs for both the medial and lateral half, and
anterior and posterior half of the EC to ensure comparable number of voxels per parcel
and therefore comparable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) properties. Then we computed
seed-based connectivity from the two neocortical networks to either sets of EC ROIs, see
Figure 1. We found a main effect of network on entorhinal connectivity (repeated-measures
ANOVA:, F(1,21)=10.0, p=0.005). Post-hoc t-tests revealed that the LEC connected stronger to
the AT compared to the PM network (T(21)=2.6, p=0.015; MEC: T(21)=-0.2 p=0.83). However, in
contrast to previous suggestions, we additionally observed a connectivity difference along
the anteroposterior axis (repeated-measures ANOVA: main effect of network, F(1,21)=13.2,
p=0.001) and post-hoc t-tests showed that the anterior EC connected more with the AT
compared to the PM network (T(21)=2.7: p=0.01; posterior EC: T(21)=-0.49, p=0.63).
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TABLE 1 | Selection of regions associated with the posterior-medial (PM) and the anteriortemporal (AT) system (Libby et al., 2012).
Left hemisphere

Right hemisphere

x

y

z

x

y

z

Occipital pole (BA 17)

-16

-96

22

14

-72

8

Parahippocampal cortex

-12

-42

-8

22

-32

-8

Posterior cingulate cortex (BA 29)

-4

Posterior hippocampus

-20

-46

4

10

-44

10

-30

-2

18

-36

0

Posterior thalamus

-20

-34

0

22

-30

6

Retrosplenial cortex (BA 30)

-16

-52

-4

22

-46

0

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 9)

-24

60

24

18

58

24

Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (BA 8)

-2

-60

34

Frontal polar cortex (BA 10)

40

60

-2

Lateral precentral gyrus (BA 6)

54

4

10

PM System
Medial posterior occipital cortex (BA 18)

AT System

Medial prefrontal cortex (BA 8)

-2

60

34

Orbitofrontal cortex (BA 11/47)

-6

16

-22

8

22

-20

62

-10

16

Rostrolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 10)

38

60

-12

Temporal polar cortex (BA 38)

34

22

-36

Postcentral gyrus (BA 4)
Posterior superior temporal gyrus (BA 22)

Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 44/45)

-62

-56

-34

6

14

18

The coordinates of the PM system reflect peak voxel coordinates of a seedbased connectivity contrast of right
parahippocampal cortex > right perirhinal cortex connectivity reported by Libby et al. (Libby et al., 2012). The
coordinates of the AT system reflect peak voxel coordinates of a seed-based connectivity contrast of right
perirhinal cortex > right parahippocampal cortex connectivity. Coordinates are in MNI space.
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PM system
m

AT system

B

C

-5

Connecvity

D

T

3

-3

0.3

0.3

0

0

−0.3

−0.3
Anterior EC

Posterior EC

Lateral EC

T

7

Medial EC

FIGURE 1 | Subdivisions of entorhinal cortex and connectivity to anterior-temporal and posteriormedial cortical networks.
A Schematic of the anterior-temporal (AT) and posterior-medial (PM) system. Spherical ROIs
were centred on MNI coordinates associated with either of the two systems (Libby et al., 2012),
normalised to the group-specific template of the navigation study and then masked to include only
gray matter voxels. The AT system included medial-prefrontal and orbitofrontal regions, whereas
the PM system included occipital and posterior-parietal regions, see Table 1 for all selected regions.
B Right parasagittal slice showing voxel-wise seed-based connectivity of the PM system restricted
to the EC. Note the posterior-medial peak. C Right parasagittal slice showing voxel-wise seedbased connectivity of the AT system restricted to the EC. Note a peak in the anterior-lateral EC. D
ROI-based connectivity estimates. Left panel: Connectivity strength (partial correlation coefficient)
of anterior (left) and posterior EC (right) is plotted separately for the AT system (red) and the PM
system (blue). The systems differ in their entorhinal connectivity: the anterior EC connects stronger
to the AT compared to the PM network. Right panel: Connectivity strength with lateral (left) and
posterior EC (right) is plotted separately for the AT system (red) and the PM system (blue). Lateral
EC connected stronger to the AT compared to the PM network. Error bars show S.E.M. over subjects.
See Supplementary Figure 1 for additional slices.
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In a second step, we wanted to overcome potential limitations of the seed-based analysis.
For example, the selected volume and location of neocortical seed regions could introduce
biases (e.g. spatial proximity of the seeds) and imperfect normalisation procedures could
affect the results particularly in the frontal lobes where projections from both the rodent LEC
and MEC are neighbouring (Kerr et al., 2007). In addition, manual subdivision of the EC along
cardinal axes likely misrepresents cytoarchitectonic boundaries. Therefore, we adopted a
complementary approach to trace the dominant modes of functional connectivity change
within the EC in a fully data-driven manner (Haak et al., 2014) (see Methods). In brief, for
every voxel in the EC, we determined its functional connectivity fingerprint with respect to
the rest of cortex and used these fingerprints to compute the pair-wise similarities among
all voxels within the ROI. The ensuing (voxels-by-voxels) similarity matrix was then fed
to the Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE) algorithm (Belkin & Niyogi, 2003), which has previously
also been successfully applied to trace changes in white-matter tractography (Cerliani
et al., 2012; Johansen-Berg et al., 2004) and resting-state fMRI connectivity (Haak et al.,
2014). The LE algorithm projects the high-dimensional, voxel-wise connectivity data onto
a series of one-dimensional vectors, with the requirement that the similarities among the
connectivity fingerprints are maximally preserved (in the vein of e.g. multidimensional
scaling). These vectors represent multiple, spatially overlapping maps (as revealed by
colour-coding the EC voxels according to the vectors’ values) and are sorted according to
how well they preserve the similarities among the original, high-dimensional connectivity
fingerprints. Thus, the first vector represents the dominant mode of connectivity change in
the EC, the second represents the second-dominant mode, etcetera.
Applied to the fMRI data acquired while subjects performed the virtual-reality task, we
observed that the dominant mode of functional connectivity change extended along the
long-axis of the EC, from the septal to the temporal end (i.e. approximately the posterior
and anterior end, respectively; Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure 2), while the orientation
of the second was largely perpendicular (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure 6). Both
modes of connectivity change could also be reliably detected using an independent
resting-state fMRI dataset (60 subjects of the WU-Minn Human Connectome Project; see
Methods), suggesting that the organization of EC functional connectivity is largely taskindependent (Figure 4). The first and second-dominant modes of functional connectivity
change were highly reproducible across resting-state sessions (Pearson’s R = 0.99, p <
0.001 and Pearson’s R = 0.98, p < 0.001, for the dominant and second-dominant modes,
respectively).
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(beta es mate)

2

Cluster A

Cluster B

Objects > Scenes
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0

−0.15
A

B

Cluster

FIGURE 2 | Dominant mode of functional connectivity change within entorhinal cortex and
sensitivity to spatial and non-spatial information.
A Dominant mode of functional connectivity change at the group-level (Spearman’s R = 0.53).
Similar colours indicate similar connectivity with the rest of the brain. B 3D rendering of the two
clusters derived from the dominant mode of functional connectivity change (displayed in red and
blue) and the outlines of the group-specific template. Upper panel: right side view. Lower panel:
top view (see Supplementary Figure 2 for coronal views of the two clusters). C Upper panel: Map
shows results of a non-parametric randomisation test of the spatial and non-spatial stimulation
experiment restricted to the EC for display purposes (see Supplementary Figure 3 for whole-brain
maps). The ‘scenes > objects’ contrast is displayed in blue to light-blue, the ‘scenes < objects’
contrast in red to yellow. Note that voxels in septal EC (sEC) are sensitive to scenes, whereas
voxels in temporal EC (tEC) are sensitive to objects. Lower panel: The clusters from panel B exhibit
antagonistic responses to spatial and non-spatial stimuli. Beta estimates for the contrast ‘scenes
> objects’ (averaged across participants) are shown for clusters A and B. T(20) =4.9, p=0.0001. Error
bars show S.E.M. over participants. D Whole-volume functional connectivity with clusters A and B.
Regions connecting more with cluster A (p < 0.05, FWE corrected), such as occipital and posteriorparietal cortex that form part of the PM system are shown in blue. Regions connecting more with
cluster B (p < 0.05, FWE corrected), such as medial-prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortex which form
part of the AT system are displayed in red.
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D

FIGURE 3 | Second-dominant mode of functional connectivity change within EC and sensitivity
to spatial and non-spatial information.
A Second-dominant mode of functional connectivity change at the group-level (Spearman’s R =
0.28). Similar colours indicate similar connectivity with the rest of the brain. B 3D rendering of the
two clusters derived from the second-dominant mode of functional connectivity change (displayed
in red and blue) and the outlines of the group-specific template. Upper panel: right side view. Lower
panel: top view (see Supplementary Figure 6 for coronal views of the two clusters). C The clusters
shown in panel B exhibit no antagonistic responses to spatial and non-spatial stimuli. Beta estimates
for the contrast ‘scenes > objects’ (averaged across participants) are shown for cluster A and B (T(20)
= −0.26, p = 0.8). Error bars show S.E.M. over participants. D Regions connecting more with cluster A
(p < 0.05, FWE corrected) are shown in blue. Regions connecting more with cluster B (p < 0.05, FWE
corrected) are shown in red. Cluster A connected more with most of the neocortex.
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FIGURE 4 | Dominant and second-dominant modes of functional connectivity change on the
basis of resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging.
Results of analysis of the first 60 participants of the WU-Minn Human Connectome Project (HCP),
acquired on two different days (Smith et al., 2013). Top row: day one. Bottom row: day two. A, C The
dominant mode of functional connectivity change follows an anteroposterior trajectory. B, D The
second-dominant mode of functional connectivity change follows a mediolateral trajectory. Both
modes were highly reproducible across different scanning days (dominant mode: Pearson’s R = 0.99
p < 0.001, second-dominant mode: R = 0.98; p < 0.001). Topology preservation—dominant mode, day
one: Spearman’s R = 0.62; day two: R = 0.61; second-dominant mode, day one: R = 0.44; day two: R
= 0.46.

Furthermore, in order to identify the potential human homologues of the rodent LEC and
MEC, we clustered the vectors representing the dominant and second-dominant modes
of functional connectivity change (separately) through a median-split approach (see
Methods). Hence, each cluster comprises 50 % of voxels in the EC. 3D-rendering of the two
clusters derived from the dominant mode of connectivity change revealed a consistent
topology across hemispheres (Figure 2B, Movie 1). One division contained the posterior
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EC (Supplementary Figure 2 - displayed in blue). The other division included most of
the anterior EC (Supplementary Figure 2 - displayed in red). In addition to the dominant
anterior-posterior distinction, the posterior cluster was located more medially (and to
some extent more dorsally) and the anterior cluster was located more laterally (and to
some extent more ventrally). Hereafter, we refer to the clusters as posterior-medial EC
(‘pmEC’) and anterior-lateral EC (‘alEC’), respectively, consistent with Maass et al. (Maass et
al., 2015). Clusters derived from the second-dominant mode were less consistent across
hemispheres, but showed an approximately orthogonal orientation relative to the first
(Supplementary Figure 6).
If the two clusters (i.e. EC halves) derived from the dominant mode of functional connectivity
change correspond to the homologues of the rodent LEC and MEC, their whole-brain
connectivity profiles should correspond to the known connectivity profiles in rodents and
resemble the AT and PM system proposed by Ranganath and colleagues (Ranganath &
Ritchey, 2012). To test this hypothesis, we computed whole-volume connectivity maps
of the two clusters. Group-level contrasts showed peaks in the medial-prefrontal and
orbitofrontal cortex for the alEC, regions associated with the AT system. In contrast,
occipital and posterior-parietal cortex was dominated by connectivity with the pmEC,
areas associated with the PM system (Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012). In addition, the pmEC
showed increased connectivity with frontal regions (see Figure 2D). These findings are in
line with the patterns of reciprocal connections of the rodent LEC and MEC, respectively
(Kerr et al., 2007). Notably, this was not the case for the connectivity maps of the two
clusters derived from the second-dominant mode of connectivity change (Figure 3D) that
were widely dominated by only one of the clusters.

FIGURE 5 | Cognitive tasks.
A Navigation experiment. First person view of the virtual arena that participants navigated freely
to perform the object-location memory task. B Animacy-judgement experiment. Left: An example
stimulus of a ‘non-spatial’ object. Right: An example stimulus of a ‘spatial’ scene.
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Furthermore, we examined both spatial and temporal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
alEC and the pmEC (Supplementary Figure 4). Temporal SNR did not differ between alEC
and pmEC (T(21)=0.2, p=0.83) but spatial SNR did (T(21)= 9.7, p<0.001). This was associated
with higher signal in the pmEC compared to the alEC (mean signal: alEC=4.97; mean
signal pmEC=7.76; T(21)= 38, p<0.001) in the absence of differences in spatial standard
deviation (T(21)= 1.5, p=0.144). Note, that mean signal was subtracted from time-series prior
to all connectivity analyses (see Methods), which makes it unlikely that signal intensity
differences affected the connectivity results.
We used an ICA-based method for data cleaning (see Methods) that has been shown to
efficiently remove residual effects of head motion. However, we additionally repeated the
data-driven connectivity analysis after excluding time periods with large head movements
(motion scrubbing Power, Barnes, Snyder, Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2012; Power, Schlaggar,
& Petersen, 2015). Motion scrubbing had only minimal effects on the results. Pearson
correlation coefficients of the pre- and post scrubbing results were close to 1 and highly
significant (gradient one: left R = 0.9964, right R = 0.9958; gradient two: left = 0.9348, right =
0.8816; all p values < 0.001).
We also tested if the alEC and pmEC exhibited stronger connectivity with their potential
homologue region in the contralateral hemisphere compared to each other. Here we
observed that homologous connectivity indeed exceeded non-homologous connectivity
(Supplementary Figure 5). Importantly, this was also the case if non-homologous
connectivity was assessed within the same hemisphere, between adjacent parts of the EC
(T(21)= 4.05, p=0.0006).
Finally, studies on rodent electrophysiology (Deshmukh & Knierim, 2011; Knierim et al.,
2014) predict that the LEC and its human homologue should respond preferentially to
non-spatial stimuli, whereas the MEC and its human homologue should be involved in
processing spatial information. We tested this prediction by conducting a second fMRI
study at 7T in which an independent group of participants was presented with spatial
(pictures of scenes) and non-spatial stimuli (pictures of objects), see Methods for details.
We contrasted fMRI responses to spatial and non-spatial stimuli. Here, we observed
higher responses to spatial than non-spatial stimuli in the posterior EC, while the inverse
contrast (objects versus scenes) showed higher responses in the anterior EC (Figure 2C).
ROI analyses using the clusters derived from the dominant mode of connectivity change
revealed that the anterior-lateral cluster showed higher sensitivity to non-spatial stimuli
compared to the posterior-medial cluster (T(20)=4.9, p=0.0001, Figure 2C). This dissociation
was not present for the clusters that were derived from the second-dominant mode of
connectivity change within the EC (T(20)=-0.26, p=0.8; Figure 3C).
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In sum, our results suggest that the human homologue of the rodent MEC maps
predominantly on the human posterior parts of the EC, while the homologue of the rodent
LEC maps predominantly on the anterior parts of the EC.

DISCUSSION
The entorhinal cortex, in concert with the hippocampus, plays a crucial role in memory
and learning (Eichenbaum et al., 2007) and is the core of the brain’s navigational system
(Moser & Moser, 2013). While the shape and location of the EC differs between rodents
and primates (Witter et al., 1989), the anatomical organisation and connectivity patterns
are largely conserved across species (Canto et al., 2008). However, translational studies
on EC subregions faced the problem of identifying homologous regions across species.
For example, recent neuroimaging studies on mnemonic processing (Reagh & Yassa, 2014;
Schultz et al., 2012) and Alzheimer’s pathology (Khan et al., 2013) directly related medial
and lateral strips of EC in humans to the rodent MEC and LEC. However, the anatomical
locations of these cytoarchitectonically defined regions in rodents differ along more than
only the mediolateral axis. More specifically, the LEC is situated more anterior-ventrally,
whereas the MEC is situated more posterior-dorsally in rodents (van Strien et al., 2009).
Therefore, it is unlikely that medial and lateral strips of EC in humans correspond to the
rodent MEC and LEC, respectively. Furthermore, in primates the characteristic projections
from the PRC and PHC strongly map onto the anteroposterior axis (Suzuki & Amaral,
1994). Here, we leveraged the distinct connectivity fingerprints and functional roles (such
as complementary computation of scene and object information) of the rodent LEC and
MEC to find their human homologues with fMRI with three complementary methods and
three independent datasets. Both model-based and data-driven connectivity analyses,
as well as sensitivity to non-spatial versus spatial stimuli provide evidence for an anteriorlateral and a posterior-medial localisation of the homologues of the rodent LEC and MEC,
respectively. Maass and colleagues confirmed these findings in a study with two highresolution, high-field fMRI datasets by focusing on local connectivity between regions
of the medial temporal lobes. They found preferential connectivity of PRC and proximal
subiculum to anterior-lateral parts of the EC, whereas posterior-medial parts of the EC
were more connected to PHC and distal subiculum. This corresponds well with our findings
(Supplementary Figure 2). In line with the present study, Maass and colleagues (Maass et
al., 2015) report local connectivity fingerprints of the human anterior-lateral and posteriormedial EC that mimicked those of the rodent LEC and MEC, respectively.
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In addition to the change in functional connectivity from posterior-medial to anteriorlateral, our data-driven connectivity analysis also revealed a second organisation structure
approximately perpendicular to the first (Supplementary Figure 6), which might reflect
bands of intra-entorhinal projections that are known to cross the LEC/MEC boundary in a
roughly orthogonal orientation in rodents (Canto et al., 2008) and in primates (Chrobak &
Amaral, 2007).
The selective sensitivity to spatial and non-spatial information, or ‘context versus content’
more broadly (Knierim et al., 2014), points towards fundamental difference in computations
of the LEC and MEC. How to characterise those differences most accurately remains an
open question (Knierim et al., 2014), but our results can help to inform future studies on the
role of the human alEC and pmEC in higher-level cognition. Notably, the present findings
confirm three out of four complementary criteria for the definition of cortical areas that
have traditionally been advocated (Van Essen, 1985), namely topographic organization,
connectivity and functional properties (the fourth one being cyto- and myeloarchitectonic
organization).
Previous neuroimaging studies in humans reported differences between medial and lateral
aspects of entorhinal cortex that mimicked differences between the rodent MEC and LEC
and assumed that both subregions are present on coronal slices of the EC (Khan et al.,
2013; Reagh & Yassa, 2014; Schultz et al., 2012), i.e. that the MEC and LEC correspond to
medial and lateral strips of the EC. In light of our findings, these reports could be explained
by a partial overlap of the medial and lateral divisions with the pmEC and the alEC,
respectively. For example, we noticed a mediolateral difference of responses to spatial
and non-spatial stimuli on some coronal slices (Supplementary Figure 3B). However, our
results suggest that coronal slices through the most posterior EC exclusively harbor the
human homologue of the rodent MEC. Similarly, anterior slices appear to contain mostly
the homologue of the rodent LEC. Hence, improved mapping of homologous regions
between rodents and humans should lead to increased effect sizes and more accurate
interpretations.
In summary, the present findings can help to inform future translational research on
the role of entorhinal subregions in fields ranging from clinical neuroscience, such as
on the early progression of Alzheimer’s disease, to cognitive neuroscience, e.g. nature
and mechanisms of different forms of memory and their integration into higher order
representations (Eichenbaum & Lipton, 2008).
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1 | Results of the model-based connectivity analyses (additional
slices).
A Schematic of the anterior-temporal (AT) and posterior-medial (PM) system. B Top row: left
parasagittal slice showing connectivity with the PM network. Bottom rows: coronal slices showing
connectivity with the PM network. C Top row: left parasagittal slice showing connectivity with the
PM network. Bottom rows: coronal slices showing connectivity with the PM network.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2 | Coronal views of the two clusters derived from the dominant
mode of functional connectivity change.
Top: sagittal slice. Dashed lines indicate position of the coronal slices shown below. Bottom:
The posterior slice (left) exclusively contains cluster A. In the middle slice cluster A is located
dorsomedially, proximal to the hippocampus and cluster B is located ventrolaterally, distal to the
hippocampus. The anterior slice (right) contains mostly cluster B. A = anterior; P = posterior.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 3 | Whole-brain modulation by spatial and non-spatial stimuli.
A Left parasagittal slice showing peak effects of two contrasts on the data from the spatial and nonspatial stimulation experiment. The ‘scenes > objects’ contrast is displayed in blue-lightblue, the
‘scenes < objects’ contrast in red-yellow. Note that voxels in the posterior EC are sensitive to scenes,
whereas voxels in the anterior EC are sensitive to objects. B Coronal slice anterior-posterior location
indicated by dashed line in A. Note the medial peak in the medial temporal lobe for the ‘scenes >
objects’ contrast and the lateral peak for the ‘scenes < objects’ contrast. Images are thresholded at
T > 2 for display purposes.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 4 | Signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) in the alEC and pmEC.
A Bar plots of the ratio between the mean signal intensity and signal standard deviation across
voxels. The SNR across voxels was higher in the pmEC than the alEC (T(21) = 15.2721, p < 0.001).
This was associated with a larger signal in the pmEC (mean signal alEC = 4.97; mean signal pmEC
= 7.76; T(21) = 38, p < 0.001) in the absence of differences in spatial standard deviation (T(21) = 1.5, p =
0.144). Note, that mean signal was subtracted from time-series prior to all connectivity analyses
(see ‘Materials and methods’), which makes it unlikely that signal intensity differences affected
the connectivity results. B Bar plots of the ratio between the mean signal intensity and the signal
standard deviation across time. Temporal SNR (tSNR) did not differ between alEC and pmEC (T(21) =
0.2, p = 0.83). Error bars show S.E.M. over participants.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 5 | Homologous and non-homologous connectivity of the alEC and
the pmEC.
A Connectivity between subregions identified using the data-driven connectivity analysis.
Connectivity reflects partial Pearson correlation coefficients after Fisher Z transformation. Laterality
is indicated by the last letter: left = ‘l’, right = ‘r’. B Connectivity for three conditions. ‘non-hom’ refers
to non-homologous connectivity, ‘contra’ refers to contralateral connectivity and ‘hom’ refers to
homologous connectivity. Note that homologous connectivity (across hemispheres) exceeded
connectivity with the neighbouring non-homologous region in the same hemisphere (T(21) = 4.05, p
= 0.0006). Connectivity between non-homologous regions was strongest within hemispheres (T(21) =
3.66, p = 0.0015). Error bars show S.E.M. over participants. *p < 0.05.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 6 | Coronal views of the two clusters derived from the seconddominant mode of functional connectivity change.
Top: sagittal slice. Dashed lines indicate position of the coronal slices shown below. Bottom: All
three coronal slices contain both clusters. Cluster A is located ventrally, distal to the hippocampus
and cluster B dorsally, proximal to the hippocampus. A = anterior; P = posterior.

MOVIE 1 | Connectopic clusters
(accessible under http://elifesciences.org/content/4/e06738/media-1). 3D rendering of the two
clusters derived using the dominant mode of functional connectivity change. Cluster A is shown in
red and cluster B in blue.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Navigation experiment. 26 participants took part in the study (11 females, age 19–36, mean
23 years). 22 entered the analysis and 4 were excluded due to excessive movement
(number of instantaneous movements (Power et al., 2012) > 0.5 mm exceeded the mean
plus 1 standard deviation).
Human connectome database. The resting-state dataset consisted of the first 60
participants (41 females, age ranges: 4 between 22-25 years, 23 between 26-30 years and
33 between 31-35 years) of the WU-Minn Human Connectome Project (HCP) (Van Essen
et al., 2013).
Animacy-judgement experiment. 21 participants (13 females, age 20-54, mean age 26 years)
participated in the experiment. None of the participants participated in more than one
experiment.

FMRI acquisition
Navigation

experiment.

Blood-oxygenation-level-dependent

(BOLD)

T2*-weighted

functional images were acquired on a 7T Siemens MAGNETOM scanner using a three
dimensional echo-planar imaging (3D EPI) pulse sequence (Poser, Koopmans, Witzel,
Wald, & Barth, 2010) on a 32-channel surface coil: TR = 2.7 s, TE = 20 ms, flip angle = 14°, slice
thickness = 0.92 mm, slice oversampling = 8.3 %, in-plane resolution = 0.9^2 mm, field of
view (FoV) = 210 mm in each direction, 96 slices, phase encoding acceleration factor = 4, 3D
acceleration factor = 2. The first five volumes of the main scan were discarded to allow for
T1 equilibration. A field map using a gradient echo sequence was recorded for distortion
correction of the acquired EPI images.
Human connectome database. Participants underwent four resting-state scanning sessions
recorded on two days, each comprising 15 minute multi-band accelerated (TR=0.72s) fMRI.
The two scans from each day were concatenated into scans of 30 minutes. Each day one
scan had a left-right phase encoding direction and the other a right-left phase encoding
direction and concatenating the two scans allowed for correcting the ensuing opposing
field inhomogeneities. Whole-brain images were acquired at 2 mm isotropic resolution
and all data are publicly available. For details see Van Essen and colleagues (Smith et al.,
2013; Van Essen et al., 2013).
Animacy-judgement experiment. The same 7T Siemens MAGNETOM scanner was used
as for the navigation experiment. Procedures and acquisition parameters were the same
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unless described otherwise. TR = 2.1 s, TE = 25 ms, flip angle = 13°, slice oversampling =
10 %, in-plane resolution = 1.5^2 mm, field of view (FoV) = 224 mm in each direction, 80
slices, Phase Encoding acceleration factor = 3, 3D acceleration factor = 2. To allow for T1
equilibration, three (N = 11) or seven (N = 5) dummy volumes were discarded before the
main scan.

Experimental tasks
Navigation experiment. Participants performed an object-location memory task while freely
navigating a 3D, virtual environment task adapted from Doeller and colleagues (Doeller et
al., 2010; Doeller, King, & Burgess, 2008) (Figure 5A). In this self-paced task participants
collected and replaced six everyday objects within a virtual arena. They collected each
object from its associated location once during an initial trial, by running over it. In each
subsequent trial they saw an image (cue) of one of the objects in the upper part of the
screen and had to move to the object’s associated location and press a button (replace
phase). After this response, the object appeared in its associated position and participants
collected it again (feedback phase). After an average of 3 trials (range 2-4 trials), a fixation
cross on a gray background was presented for 4 seconds (intertrial-interval, ITI). Each
scanning session was subdivided into EPI acquisition blocks of 210 volumes. Participants
underwent an average of 5 blocks (±1). Task-related effects from the navigation experiment
are subject of another report.
Animacy-judgement experiment. Participants were presented with pictures of spatial and
non-spatial stimuli (see Figure 5B) and gave a trial-by-trial animacy judgement. Images
of objects (non-spatial) and 12 images of scenes (spatial) - as well as 24 images of two
categories of animate stimuli not considered in the analyses - were resized to 400 x 400
pixels and shown in gray shading and matched on their low-level features (luminance,
contrast and spatial frequency) through the use of the SHINE toolbox (Spectrum, Histogram
and Intensity Normalization and Equalization) (Willenbockel et al., 2010). Single stimuli
were presented for 2 seconds followed by an ITI of variable duration (mean 5 seconds,
range 1.5-10 seconds). The scanning sessions were subdivided into two runs of four blocks
each, with a duration of approximately 27 minutes in duration per run.

Data preprocessing
Navigation experiment. Data preprocessing was implemented through the use of
the automatic analysis library (Cusack et al., 2015) (http://automaticanalysis.org/).
Preprocessing included motion correction in SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm),
data denoising with the FIX artifact removal procedure implemented in FSL 5.0.4 (http://
fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) and nonlinear normalsation to a group-specific EPI template
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with the Advanced Neuroimaging Toolbox (Avants et al., 2011) (ANTS; http://www.picsl.
upenn.edu/ANTS/). The use of a group-specific EPI template was feasible because of
the anatomical detail provided by the sub-millimetre images. In addition, this rendered
the registration to structural images unnecessary, which poses an additional source of
noise because of regional differences in distortion of the 7 Tesla EPIs. The functional data
were smoothed with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel of 2.5 mm3
(roughly 2.5 times the voxel size) to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and aid independent
component analysis (ICA) - based data denoising with the FIX procedure (see above) while
maintaining high spatial resolution for connectivity analyses. In addition, brain extraction,
tissue segmentation and high-pass filtering with a 128-s cutoff were carried out with FSL.
Human connectome database. The publicly available data were pre-processed as
described in ref. (Smith et al., 2013). Additionally, we smoothed the images with a 6 mm3
FWHM kernel and converted the time-series of each voxel to percent signal change.
Animacy-judgement experiment. The same preprocessing procedure was used as for the
navigation experiment, unless described otherwise below. Since the voxel size was larger
and only univariate analyses were conducted, we did not perform data denoising with
the FIX procedure. The functional data were smoothed with a full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) kernel of 5 mm3 (roughly 2.5 times the voxel size) to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).

ROI definitions
For the 7 Tesla experiments (navigation experiment and animacy-judgement experiment),
an entorhinal cortex (EC) region-of-interest (ROI) was manually defined with ITK Snap 3.2
(Yushkevich et al., 2006) (http://www.itksnap.org) on the group-specific high-resolution
mean EPI template from the navigation experiment. Manual segmentation on the groupspecific EPI template circumvented registration problems between structural images
and partly distorted functional images. Based on anatomical landmarks as described
by Refs. (Frankó, Insausti, Artacho-Pérula, Insausti, & Chavoix, 2014; Insausti et al., 1998),
the posterior border of the EC was set to ~1.5 mm posterior to the gyrus intralimbicus,
the anterior border to ~1.5 mm posterior to the limen insulae, the lateral border to at
the midpoint of the medial bank of the collateral sulcus and the medial border to the
hippocampal fissure at the level of the uncus. A medial EC and a lateral EC ROI of roughly
equal volume were created by dividing the main ROI mediolaterally (which corresponded
to a proximo-distal division in relation to the hippocampus) on consecutive coronal slices
along the entire anteroposterior (i.e. septotemporal) axis. An anterior EC and a posterior EC
ROI of roughly equal volume were created by dividing the main ROI mid-way between the
most anterior and the most posterior coronal slice of the EC.
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For the ‘model-based’ analysis, one ROI mask was created for the PM system and
another one for the AT system. For this purpose we placed spheres of 4 mm radius on
MNI coordinates associated with each system by Libby and colleagues (Libby et al., 2012)
(see Table 1 for the selected coordinates). For the control analysis of connectopies in the
data from the Human Connectome Project a probabilistic entorhinal ROI was generated
using the Freesurfer toolbox (Augustinack et al., 2013). Freesurfer’s cortical reconstruction
algorithm (‘recon-all’) was used on a T1 weighted MNI template image to generate an ROI
mask of the EC with a probability threshold of 90% that was binarized and converted to
NiFTI file format.

Seed-based connectivity
For the quantification of the model-based analyses of connectivity between the AT and
PM networks and the manually segmented medial and lateral or anterior and posterior EC,
singular-value decomposition (SVD) was performed on the voxel-wise time-series within
each ROI. Next, functional connectivity estimated by means of partial correlation analysis
between the time-series of groups of ROIs. Finally, Pearson’s partial correlation coefficients
were Fisher-Z transformed and used for across-subject comparisons (Figure 1D). For
the estimation of voxel-wise connectivity maps we used the ‘dual_regression’ function
implemented in FSL 5.0.4 (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). This involved using the timeseries of pairs of seed regions as regressors in a GLM to estimate functional connectivity
to voxels in a target region (Figure 1B, Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure 1) or to the
rest of the brain (Figure 2D and Figure 3D). Finally, group-level statistics were computed
with non-parametric randomisation tests (FSL 5.0.4, http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) and
threshold-free cluster enhancement for null-hypothesis testing and the computation of
p-value maps (Figure 2D and Figure 3D). All connectivity analyses were restricted to gray
matter voxels.

Data-driven connectivity analysis.
To overcome limitations of the seed-based connectivity analysis, we employed ConGrads
(Haak et al., 2014), which allows for tracing the dominant modes of functional connectivity
change within a pre-specified region of the brain in a fully data-driven manner. First, the
fMRI time series from the EC were rearranged into a time-by-voxels matrix, which was
also done for the fMRI time series of all gray-matter voxels outside the EC. For reasons
of stability and computational tractability, we losslessly reduced the dimensionality of
the data outside the EC using singular value decomposition (SVD). We determined the
connectivity fingerprints of each voxel inside the EC by computing the correlation between
the voxel-wise time series and the SVD-transformed data, and then used the η2 coefficient
to quantify the similarities among the voxel-wise fingerprints(A. L. Cohen et al., 2008). Next,
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we fed the ensuing similarity-matrix to the Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE) algorithm (Belkin
& Niyogi, 2003), resulting in a series of vectors that represent the dominant modes of
functional connectivity change. The LE algorithm and variants thereof have previously
been successfully applied to trace changes in probabilistic tractography connectivity
(Cerliani et al., 2012; Johansen-Berg et al., 2004) , while in the context of resting-state
fMRI, ConGrads has been shown to generate highly reproducible results in regions such
as the human motor strip, both across sessions and participants (Haak et al., 2014). Note
that group-level results were obtained by running the LE algorithm on the average of the
individual similarity matrices and that the analysis was performed separately for left and
right hemispheric EC ROIs.
To quantify how well the ensuing modes of connectivity change preserved the order of
the similarities among the original, high-dimensional connectivity fingerprints (topology
preservation) we used Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Because the LE algorithm
maximizes topology preservation, we report the correlation coefficients without p-values.
Clustering was performed on the high-resolution data from the navigation experiment by
grouping voxels above and below the median value of each mode of functional connectivity
change, which resulted in two equally sized clusters per mode of connectivity change. For
the ROI analyses on the data of the spatial and non-spatial stimulation experiment, the
clusters were warped into MNI space.
SNR estimation. Temporal SNR was determined by dividing the mean signal within a region
by the standard deviation of that signal over time. Conversely, spatial SNR was determined
by dividing the mean signal within a region by the standard deviation of the signal across
voxels. This was done for each time point and spatial SNR was then averaged over time.
Motion scrubbing. First, we determined time points where instantaneous movement
(Power et al., 2012, 2015) exceeded a threshold of 0.5 mm. Then we excluded these time
points (volumes) including the one preceding and the two thereafter from subsequent
analyses. Hence, per instantaneous movement above threshold, four volumes were
removed. On average this resulted in 121 volumes being removed from participant’s timeseries (range: 4-300).
Univariate fMRI analyses. The data from the spatial and non-spatial stimulation experiment
were analysed in native (subject-specific) space with general linear models that included
regressors of interest for object and scene trials. Six movement regressors were included
to account for movement-related physiological noise. The regressors were convolved with
the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) and fitted to the time-series at each
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voxel in a whole-brain analysis. Single-subject contrast images were first normalised to
a group-specific template and then to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space.
Group-level statistics were computed with non-parametric randomisation tests (FSL 5.0.4,
http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) on the contrast images (objects versus scenes and scenes
versus objects) using variance smoothing with a 5 mm3 kernel - to improve the estimation
of the variance that feeds into the final t-statistic.
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ABSTRACT
Entorhinal grid cells fire in spatial pattern of equilateral triangles, resembling triangulation
networks used in cartography. The initial orientation of such networks is determined by the
spatial layout of reference points in the environment. Here, we test the hypothesis that the
entorhinal grid-system relates to Euclidean triangulation. We employed computational
modelling in different environments and demonstrate that paths perpendicular to
environmental reference axes are optimal for triangulation. Next, in two fMRI studies
with human participants freely navigating virtual environments, we used proxy measures
of grid cell-like activity to estimate putative entorhinal grid orientations, which aligned
with optimal triangulation angles relative to environmental axes. Finally, we found, that
participants’ distance estimates were more precise on paths along directions preferred
by the grid-system. Our results demonstrate a crucial link between the entorhinal gridsystem and triangulation, provide a mechanistic explanation for its role in spatial cognition
and have implications for autonomous wayfinding technology.
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INTRODUCTION
For centuries, human explorers have been navigating and mapping the world accurately
both at land and sea using Euclidean trigonometry (Crone, 1953). More specifically, one
can measure the angle to a landmark from two different positions. If the distance between
these observation points, i.e. the triangle’s base, is measured the remaining sides can be
deduced through triangulation (Crone, 1953; United States Department of the Army, 1996).
A large-scale triangle can serve as the base from which a triangulation network can be
extended spanning entire countries (Crone, 1953). Combining measurements of angular
changes at multiple depths, so-called parallax information, can even support triangulation
of astronomical distances (Hirshfeld, Alan, 2001) and might be used by mantises to estimate
distance (Poteser, Pabst, & Kral, 1998).
From behavioural science it is well known that people moving through sparse environments
can directly return to a start location after a long, erratic outwards journey without direct
vision, as Darwin already noted in 1873 (Darwin, 1873). This ability has later been coined
path integration, and was thought to involve trigonometric sine and cosine computations
(Mittelstaedt, 1962). This influential model on path integration left key questions open:
What constitutes the reference frame for trigonometry? What is the role of errors inherent
to neural systems? Subsequent models addressed the function of errors (Müller &
Wehner, 1988), used egocentric reference frames (Benhamou, Sauve, & Bovet, 1990) and
questioned the use of trigonometric operations (Müller & Wehner, 1988). Furthermore,
path integration might rely on different sensory modalities. However, visual information,
e.g. landmarks or optic flow - the apparent motion of objects during self-movement - and
proprioceptive or vestibular cues could be combined dynamically (Nardini, Jones, Bedford,
& Braddick, 2008; Poteser et al., 1998; Tcheang, Bülthoff, & Burgess, 2011). Hitherto, no
consensus on the cognitive mechanisms and neural foundation of path integration has
emerged (Vickerstaff & Cheung, 2010).
This long-standing debate on path integration might be resolved by studying grid cells
in entorhinal cortex and its relationship to triangulation. Grid cells fire in a spatial pattern
of equilateral triangles (Hafting et al., 2005) that resembles triangulation networks used in
cartography (Crone, 1953; United States Department of the Army, 1996), and which have
been linked to path integration (Burak & Fiete, 2009; Burgess et al., 2007; Chen, He, Kelly,
Fiete, & McNamara, 2015; Kraus et al., 2015; McNaughton et al., 2006). Grid cells have
regionally constant grid orientations (Barry, Hayman, Burgess, & Jeffery, 2007; H. Stensola
et al., 2012) and could constitute a metric for space (McNaughton et al., 2006). Interestingly,
one of the three axes of the grid tends to be parallel to walls of square enclosures in rodents
(Krupic et al., 2015; T. Stensola et al., 2015), suggesting that environmental reference axes
can influence grid cell activity.
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RESULTS
Reference axes and equilateral triangles are important aspects for surveying unknown
terrain by means of Euclidean triangulation (Crone, 1953; United States Department of
the Army, 1996). A single distance measurement with adjacent angular measurements to
a reference point suffices to establish scale and orientation of an initial triangle. A map
consisting of a network of triangles can then be extended through angular measurements
alone (Crone, 1953; United States Department of the Army, 1996), although additional
distance measurements can improve the map (United States Department of the Army,
1996). Crucially, the orientation of the triangles comprising the map depends on the
spatial layout of environmental reference points (Crone, 1953; United States Department
of the Army, 1996). Conversely, the effects of environmental geometry on the grid-system
(Barry et al., 2007; Krupic et al., 2015; T. Stensola et al., 2015) could shed light on their
mechanistic role in path integration. Here, we tested the hypothesis that the grid-system
relates to triangulation. To this end, we employed computational modelling to identify
optimal orientations of a triangulation map in environments with one or two polarising
reference axes. The orientation of grid-cell representations in humans (Jacobs et al., 2013)
was estimated noninvasively with fMRI during virtual navigation (Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz
et al., 2015), while behavioural measures were used to test the effect of reference points on
spatial cognition. Here, we show that optimal triangulation angles predict entorhinal grid
orientations and are associated with more precise distance estimation in humans.
Stationary points in the environment change their apparent direction during movement
(i.e. optic flow). This navigation-relevant information (Gibson, 1958; Raudies & Hasselmo,
2015) could be used for triangulation. For example, observing the direction to a tree at the
beginning and at the end of a path while keeping track of the walked distance could provide
a triangulation estimate of the distance to the tree. However, this only applies if path and
tree do not fall on the same line. Conversely, if the triangular grid-cell pattern would reflect
a triangulation map anchored to salient points in the environment, co-linearity of grid-axes
and reference points would need to be avoided. We related this notion to the alignment
of the entorhinal grid in rats parallel to the walls of square enclosures, particularly in
novel environments (a small deviation of roughly ±8° from parallel has been observed in
familiar environments) (Krupic et al., 2015; T. Stensola et al., 2015). To test which orientations
support triangulation to the points on the walls, we ran simulations for different triangles,
which consisted of a path and a reference point (Supplementary Figure 1). Triangulation
of distances (with a mean Gaussian noise of ± 5° angular and ± 5% distance error) was
most precise on paths parallel to the walls of a square environment (Figure 1A, two-sided
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, 103 repetitions per triangle: Z= 483.83, p<0.001; Supplementary
Figure 2), which is in agreement with the predominant alignment of entorhinal grids in
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FIGURE 1 | Triangulation under noise is most accurate on oblique paths.
Plots show median noise resilience (1/relative error [relError]). On a given iteration, relErr is determined
as the absolute distance error / side length, averaged across the three sides of each triangle. The
median across iterations is plotted for robustness against outliers) for different simulated paths
(illustrated by black arrows) in two environments, see Methods. Exemplary start and goal locations
indicated by orange and green dots, respectively. Red dots show environmental reference points.
A Average across references: In case of a full square environment with 360 simulated reference
points, of which half were used on a given path to emulate a limited field-of-view (see Methods),
paths parallel to either set of walls were followed by most accurate triangulation of the inferred side
lengths, (103 repetitions for each triangle: 90° ±15° versus 45° ±15°, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank
test: Z=483.83, p<0.001; See Supplementary Figure 2). Note that the same optima were found if all
360 reference points were used simultaneously (Supplementary Figure 5E). Optimal path angle
was well predicted by a quality measure for triangulation (triangle area / sum of squares of the side
lengths; R=0.99, p<0.001). B In case of a single reference axis consisting of two opposing points,
the most accurate triangulation was achieved on paths orthogonal to the reference axis (10*103
repetitions for each triangle, 90° ±15° versus 0° ±15°, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test: Z=1026.42,
p<0.001). Again, the quality measure predicted optimal paths (R=0.99, p<0.001).
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rats (Krupic et al., 2015; T. Stensola et al., 2015). How does this effect translate to other
environments? We tested circular environments polarised by two reference points, and
observed optima perpendicular to the environmental axis (Figure 1B, Supplementary
Figure 2; two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test: Z= 1026.42, p<0.001). These results were
robust within a plausible range of parameters (see Supplementary Figure 3-5 for details).
To test environmental anchoring of the entorhinal grid-system in simple polarised
environments, we conducted two fMRI studies in which participants freely navigated

FIGURE 2 | Entorhinal grid-cell representations align perpendicular to the environmental
reference axis.
A Human participants freely navigated a sparse virtual environment with a circular boundary and
configural extra-maze landmarks (12 coloured triangles; 6 upright, 6 downward) and performed
an object-location memory task (one example object shown on grassy plane, see Methods and
Supplementary Figure 6). A polarising reference axis was defined through the configuration of
landmark cues, i.e. the switch between upright and downward triangles illustrated by a red, dashed
line in B-E B Analysis procedure: If paths along hypothetical grid axes (light blue arrows; black
arrows = misaligned directions) of a population of cells are associated with stronger entorhinal fMRI
signal, this can be captured by fitting a general linear model (GLM) to the data with 60°-periodic
sine and cosine regressors. This yields the associated parameter estimates ß1 and ß2, respectively.
C The preferred orientation in 60°-space derived from ß1 and ß2 (see Methods) can then be used
to reverse-infer the putative grid orientation in 360°-space. D Individual, putative grid orientations
in 60°-space in right entorhinal cortex clustered at roughly 30° offset relative to the reference axis;
mean orientation = 34°; V test for deviation from homogeneity perpendicular to the reference axis:
N=26, V = 6.68, p=0.032). E Back-projection of D onto aerial view of the arena for a single 60° bin
shows that one of the putative grid axes is roughly orthogonal to the reference axis, in line with
optimal triangulation angles. Polar histogram shows number of participants for specific mean grid
orientation. F The number of participants with putative grid orientations at different rotational offsets
relative to the reference axis increases with larger offsets. Note that the maximum offset is 30°
due to the 60° periodicity of the grid. G The whole-brain cross-validation confirmed that entorhinal
activity was increased on runs aligned with the predicted grid orientations at maximal rotational
offset from the environmental reference axis (i.e. runs in 30°-wide bins centered on 30°, 90°, 150°
etc. indicated by light blue arrows in B; see Methods for details). Image is thresholded at p<0.001
uncorrected for display purpose; effects are significant at T(25) = 4.44, small-volume FWE-corrected
p=0.034. T statistic (colour bar) is overlaid on the structural template. H Parameter estimates of
runs aligned (light blue, see B) and misaligned (black) with the predicted grid orientation extracted
from the peak-voxel in D. I In agreement with grid-cell-like representations, runs aligned versus
misaligned show largest activity increase for 6-fold (6x) rotational symmetry (repeated-measures
ANOVA: F(3,25) = 8.3, p < 0.001; Post-hoc, paired t-tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction, * p<0.05)
but not for biologically implausible control models with 2-, 5- or 7-fold rotational symmetry. For all
analyses the aligned condition was centered at an angle equivalent to 90° from the reference axis
(e.g. 30° for 6-fold symmetry). Bars in H and I show means and SEM across participants.
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virtual environments with polarising, extra-maze reference points (Figure 2A and
Supplementary Figure 6-7) and performed an object-location memory task (Doeller et
al., 2010; Kunz et al., 2015) (see Methods). We estimated grid orientations using a proxy
measure for grid-cell population activity (Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz et al., 2015). In brief, the
method takes advantage of a directional modulation of fMRI activity in entorhinal cortex
during movement in periods of 60° (see Methods). In agreement with optimal angles for a
triangulation map, estimates of putative grid orientations revealed that one of the three axes
clustered perpendicular to an ‘implicit’ reference axis defined by the configural landmarks
(experiment 1, Figure 2A-B) across participants (reference axis = 0°, mean grid orientation =
34.46° in 60° space; N=26, circular V test: V = 6.68, p=0.032; Figure 2D). A whole-brain analysis
on the remaining data confirmed that activity in right entorhinal cortex was increased for
runs at periods of 60° aligned with the putative grid orientation (Figure 2G-H, T(25) =4.44,
small-volume FWE-corrected p=0.034). To test if the environmental anchoring depended
on the configural landmarks, we measured a new group of participants in an environment
with a non-configural, ‘explicit’ reference axis consisting of two extra-maze landmarks.
Estimated grid orientations revealed that one axis clustered again perpendicular to the
reference axis, replicating the findings from the first experiment (32.28° in 60° space; N=24,
circular V test: V = 5.95, p=0.043; Supplementary Figure 7). Sampling of running directions
could not explain these effects in either experiment (Supplementary Figure 8). In sum,
these data provide evidence that the orientation of the entorhinal grid-system depends
on salient environmental reference points and coincides with optimal triangulation angles.
Does our biological evidence for triangulation-optimised reference coding in entorhinal
cortex relate to spatial cognition? To this end, we tested if optimal triangulation angles
can predict the precision of distance estimation in a separate behavioural experiment
with a new group of participants (N=20). After familiarisation with a sparse environment
(Figure 3A) polarised by two reference points, participants navigated to a start location
from where they could initiate forward teleportation along one of three directions (-30°, 0°
and +30° relative to the reference axis; Figure 3B; Supplementary Figure 9; mean number
of trials = 129) and give an estimate of the traversed distance (Figure 3A, see Methods for
details). As predicted, distance estimation was more precise on paths ±30° relative to the
environmental reference axis corresponding to the preferred grid orientations observed
in the fMRI studies and in agreement with optimal triangulation angles identified in
our modelling approach (Figure 3C, T(19) = 2.7, p=0.007; a similar pattern of results was
observed for accuracy, see Supplementary Figure 10).
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FIGURE 3 | Distance estimation is most accurate on oblique paths.
A Trial sequence of the behavioural experiment: Following a familiarisation phase, participants
navigated to a start location and initiated teleportation in a given direction, either along a reference
axis or at ±30° offset, see B and Supplementary Figure 9. Teleportation distance was experimentally
manipulated and participants gave a distance estimate at the goal location by sliding a response bar.
The reference point was visible both at the start and the goal location. Subsequently, participants
received feedback. B Schematic of the three possible path angles shown at the same distance.
Path distance varied from trial to trial (see Methods). Start and goal positions are illustrated by
green and orange dots, respectively. C Distance estimation was most accurate on oblique paths,
consistent with optimal triangulation angles (paired, one-sided t-test N=20; T(19) = 2.7, p=0.007; bars
show absolute errors in percent of correct path length averaged across participants ±SEM (mean in
0° condition = 19.7 %; mean in ±30° condition = 16.9 %).
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DISCUSSION
Cartographers have relied on trigonometry for centuries (Crone, 1953) and so do modernday travellers who use the global positioning system (GPS). Our results suggest that
humans use trigonometry to track their location and to form a spatial representation
of the environment. The simulations showed that optimal triangulation with noisy
data is achieved on paths parallel to the walls of a square enclosure, which provides a
mechanistic explanation of the alignment of grid orientations in rodents that navigate
a novel environment (Krupic et al., 2015; T. Stensola et al., 2015). Likewise, in polarised
environments with a single reference axis, paths orthogonal to that axis were optimal. This
could be predicted by a quality measure for triangulation. We further demonstrate that
putative orientations of one of the three entorhinal grid axes are orthogonal to a single
reference axis in circular environments (i.e. approx. ±90° offset for one axis and ±30° for
the other two), suggesting an involvement of the grid-system in triangulation. These data
also indicate that the grid-system is sensitive to environmental reference axes defined by
landmarks rather than information provided by environmental boundaries per se. Finally,
optimal triangulation angles not only predicted grid orientations, but also human behaviour.
Distance estimation was more precise for paths with ±30° offsets from an environmental
reference axis, compared to a 0° offset.
Why does the putative grid align with these optimal angles? Angular change of the direction
to a reference point, in combination with distance information allows triangulation. Directly
approaching a reference point would lack this angular change. By avoiding that grid axes
align to the axis of a polarised environment, paths along any grid axis could be used for
triangulation, which could relate to the higher precision of distance estimates on oblique
paths relative to a reference axis observed in the behavioural experiment. This enables
noise-resilient path integration anchored to an environmental reference, consistent with
criteria for biologically plausible path integration mechanisms (Cheung & Vickerstaff, 2010).
Analogous to an approach in cartography, a triangulation network could be extended from
an established triangle and subsequent triangles could deviate in shape and orientation
depending on local reference points (Crone, 1953; United States Department of the Army,
1996) (Supplementary Figure 5), potentially relating to local deformations of the entorhinal
grid (Krupic et al., 2015; T. Stensola et al., 2015), cf. Figure 4 in Ref (T. Stensola et al., 2015).
A relationship between the triangulation-optimised alignment of entorhinal activity to
environmental references and the shearing mechanism underlying grid-cell firing (T.
Stensola et al., 2015) is currently unclear and could depend on relevant path lengths
and noise levels (Supplementary Figure 4). However, it opens up the exciting prospect of
future cross-species investigations, which could help to elucidate the circuit-level neural
computations underlying spatial cognition and wayfinding.
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Evidence for trigonometric operations during navigation has been scarce since the initial
proposal of their involvement in path integration (Mittelstaedt, 1962) and to our knowledge,
no study has directly linked entorhinal cortex activity to triangulation. Consistent with
trigonometric operations, thalamic theta cells are modulated by the cosine of running
direction (Welday, Shlifer, Bloom, Zhang, & Blair, 2011). Furthermore, our findings are in
agreement with reports showing that entorhinal fMRI activity correlates with an Euclidean
vector to a goal location (Howard et al., 2014) and the proposal that grid cells might enable
goal-directed vector navigation (Burak & Fiete, 2009). In what way could triangulation
inform wayfinding? Firstly, angles and path length provide distance to a reference
point. Secondly, angles and distance to a reference retrospectively provide path length.
Thirdly, two paths connected by a turning angle - such as during a triangle completion
task (Wolbers, Wiener, Mallot, & Büchel, 2007) – provide a homing vector. Importantly,
both angle and distance information can be derived from either visual or proprioceptive
and vestibular cues. For example, visually modulated cells in the rat posterior-parietal
cortex signal the egocentric cue direction of landmarks (Wilber, Clark, Forster, Tatsuno,
& McNaughton, 2014) and head-direction cells in the entorhinal cortex and other regions
realign to visible landmarks, but also function without vision and rely on vestibular cues
(Taube, 2007). On the other hand, distance information can be inferred visually from the
relative size of objects and landmarks (Gibson, 1958) or is based on proprioceptive and
timing information during movement, both of which modulate grid cell activity (Kraus et
al., 2015). Hence, triangulation for wayfinding could bridge different sensory modalities.
Furthermore, it combines egocentric cue directions and distance information to infer maplike, survey representations of the environment, thereby naturally integrating egocentric
and allocentric reference frames, which are not mutually exclusive and can work in parallel
and across brain regions (R. A. Epstein, 2008; Tcheang et al., 2011; Wilber et al., 2014). The
integrative nature of triangulation makes it likely that it would occur in concert with other
path integration mechanisms, such as angular path integration of head-direction (Taube,
2007) and it might play a larger role when visual information is available. An exciting
avenue for future studies in rodents is to test effects of environmental references axes on
grid-cell firing to determine the physiological and circuit mechanisms that would enable
trigonometric computations as well as the incorporation of environmental reference axes
in computational models of grid cells (Burak & Fiete, 2009; Burgess et al., 2007; Navratilova,
Giocomo, Fellous, Hasselmo, & McNaughton, 2012). For example, path integration might
be discretized in theta cycles (Navratilova et al., 2012), potentially reflecting discretised
trigonometry. Furthermore, using optimal triangulation angles for wayfinding can improve
the design of information technology that involves autonomous mapping and navigation.
In conclusion, our results demonstrate a crucial link between the entorhinal grid-cell
system and the most basic trigonometric computations from Euclidean mathematics that
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underlie triangulation and opens up the exciting possibility for a deep understanding of
the fundamental neural building blocks of cognition.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES:
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1 | Trigonometric law of sines.
The sine of an angle is to its opposite side as the sine of another angle is to its opposite side, and
so forth. If the value of two of the interior angles of the triangle are known (all three angles always
sum to 180°, so the third one can be inferred by 180° minus the sum of angle 1 and angle 2) and at
least the length of one side is known, the remaining side lengths can be inferred by transposing
the formula (see Methods). The slope of the sine curve determines the impact of a given amount
of angular error on triangulation precision, such that angles around ± 90° are least affected. An
equilateral triangle has the largest possible average of inner angles (60°).
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2 | Magnitude of noise resilience of directional bin of paths centered
on peaks and troughs of Figure 1A and Figure 1B.
A For each path, 181 of 360 reference points were used for biological plausibility of a limited fieldof-view (see Methods). Paths parallel to either set of walls had most accurate triangulation of the
inferred side lengths. 103 repetitions for each triangle: 90° ±15° versus 45° ±15°, two-sided Wilcoxon
signed-rank test: Z=483.83, p<0.001. B In case of a single reference axis consisting of two opposing
points, the most accurate triangulation was achieved on paths orthogonal to the reference axis.
10*103 repetitions for each triangle, 90° ±15° versus 0° ± 15°, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test:
Z=1026.42, p<0.001. The gray shaded area in the bottom panels indicate the range of paths that
were tested. The box edges denote the 25th and 75th percentiles and central red mark the median.
The whiskers extend maximally to q3 + 1.5 * (q3 – q1) and minimally to q1 – 1.5 * (q3 – q1), where q1 and
q3 are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. A red + denotes points outside this range, with
the exception of the upper 10% of values that were omitted for display purposes. Statistical testing
included all data.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 3 | Triangulation errors for separate triangle sides.
Plots show median noise resilience (1/relError) for different simulated paths (illustrated by black
arrows) in the square (A) and circular (B) environments, respectively. In A, 181 of 360 reference
points were used for each path for biological plausibility of a limited field-of-view (see Methods).
Height differences between the three noise resilience plots can be attributed to the asymmetric
sub-selection of reference points for each path, leading to larger goal angles benefitting the
triangulation of the opposite side (orange line). The gray shaded area in the top panels indicates
the range of paths that were used. Black = base of triangle, orange = side opposite an exemplary
goal angle, green = side opposite an exemplary start angle. Note that results for a given triangle
(consisting of a path and a reference point) are independent of the depicted path direction.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 4 | Effects of noise levels and path lenght on optimal triangulation
paths. Left (circular environment):
Environment with a single reference axis are defined by two points (analogous to the two fMRI
experiments and the behavioural experiment). All (A, C, G) except the long path condition (E) yielded
an optimum at 90°. However, this extreme case never occurred for participant’s paths in the fMRI
experiments due to the limitations of the circular boundary. The average length of straight (+45°) paths was 11% of the reference axis’ length in fMRI experiment 1 (12% in experiment 2) – See
Supplementary Figure 10. Right (square environment): All (D, F, H) except the high-noise condition
(B) yielded an optimum of roughly 0° or 90°. However, such a high level of overall noise might not
be biologically plausible (see Methods). The rippling pattern in D and F can be attributed to the
discrete sampling of reference points on the simulated walls; High noise = randomly sampled from
a distribution with a 10 times larger sigma (62.6, instead of 6.26, see Methods). Low noise = randomly
sampled from a distribution with a 10 times smaller sigma (0.626, instead of 6.26). Long paths =
simulated path length was equal to the length of the reference axis (instead of 50%, see Methods).
Short paths = simulated path length was 5% of the length of the reference axis (instead of 50%, see
Methods). Asterix = plots have been smoothed with a 5°-wide kernel for display purposes. The gray
shaded area in the top panels indicates the range of paths that were used.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 5 | Local optima in square room.
Top 9 different quadrants (A-I) were tested for optimal triangulation paths (indicated by a black line)
with an analogous approach to Figure 1. Bottom Plots show median noise resilience (1/relative
error) for different simulated paths ranging from 0° to 180°. Path length was one sixth of a wall length
and paths in each quadrants were centered on a point denoted by a green asterix. Each path used
all 360 reference points and the results were averaged. Note that the corner quadrants (A,C,G and
I) have optimal paths diagonally, rather than parallel to a wall and only the center has two fully
symmetrical optima parallel to either set of walls, which might be related to altered grid-cell activity
in the corners of square enclosures (T. Stensola et al., 2015). The gray shaded area in the top panel
indicates the range of path angles used in the plots below.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 6 | Virtual environments used in the fMRI studies.
First person (top) and aerial (bottom) view of the virtual environments used in experiment 1 (left) and
experiment 2 (right). Note that environment 1 has an implicit reference axis defined by configural
landmarks, whereas experiment 2 has an explicit reference axis defined by two landmarks. Black
lines in aerial view show the paths of two exemplary participants.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 7 | Environmental effects on the grid-system in experiment 2.
The environment was polarised by two triangular, extra-maze cues on opposite sides of the arena.
A First-person view showing one of the two reference points. B Individual, putative grid orientations
in 60°-space in right entorhinal cortex clustered at roughly 30° offset relative to the reference axis;
mean orientation = 32.28°. V test for deviation from homogeneity perpendicular to the reference
axis: N=24, V = 5.95, p=0.043). C Back-projection of B onto aerial view of the arena for one 60° bin
shows that one of the putative grid axes is roughly orthogonal to the reference axis. D The number
of participants with putative grid orientations rotated away from the reference axis increases for
larger offsets.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 8 | Behavioural analyses of fMRI experiment 1 (A, C, E) and fMRI
experiment 2 (B, D, F).
Spatial memory performance. The decreases in drop error indicate that participants in both
experiments were able to successfully navigate and remember locations in the sparse virtual
environments. Participants learned the locations of 6 objects in fMRI experiment 1 (A) and 4 objects
in fMRI experiment 2 (B; See Methods). Red line denotes mean drop error (i.e. Euclidean distance
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in virtual units between participants’ response location and the correct location of a given object
on a given trial) across participants. Gray outline denotes standard error of the mean. For display
purposes, results are shown up to trial number 90 for consistency. Variations in the number of
trials across participants were due to differences in self-paced completion of trials. C-D Sampling
of running directions. The number of samples of movements in 30° bins of running direction was
normalised within participants for comparability across participants by dividing it by the maximum
number of samples in any of the 12 bins, thereby yielding a maximum value of 1 for a bin. C FMRI
experiment 1 (implicit reference axis), N = 26: A non-parametric Friedman test of median differences
among repeated measures of directional sampling was conducted and resulted in a Chi-square
value of 9.5, which was not significant (p=0.57). D FMRI experiment 2 (explicit reference axis), N
= 24: A non-parametric Friedman test of median differences among repeated measures was
conducted and resulted in a Chi-square value of 36.7, which was significant (p<0.001). Post-Hoc
tests with Tukey-Kramer correction for multiple comparisons revealed that particularly runs along
the reference axis at 165° (+-15°) occurred more often than runs oblique at 195° (+-15°) and 125° (+15°). Asterix: p<0.05 Note that both the absence of a difference in fMRI experiment 1, as well as
more frequent runs along the reference axis in fMRI experiment 2 speak against the possibility that
the environmental effects on putative grid orientations reported above would be due to biases
in navigation behaviour. E-F Distances of running paths. Histograms show the number of straight
paths for different distances. Path length was determined as the Euclidean distance between start
and end point of a path with continuous movement and rotations of less than +- 45° (i.e. a 90°-wide
bin). FMRI experiment 1 (E): mean = 1316.2 vu. FMRI experiment 2 (F): mean = 1493.5 vu.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 9 | Additional views of the behavioural experiment at the beginning
(Start) and end (Goal) of a path.
Note that the background was rendered at infinity (see Methods), such that it did not change during
translations in the ±30° or the 0° condition (Figure 3).
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 10 | Accuracy (mean estimation error in percent of correct path
length) in the behavioural experiment.
Paths along the reference axis (0°) yielded less accurate distance estimation than oblique paths
(±30°). Paired, two-sided t-test N=20; T(19) = 5.47, p<0.001. See Figure 3 for an effect in the same
direction for precision (absolute error). Bars show errors in percent of correct path length averaged
across participants +- SEM; Mean 0° condition = 11.8 %; Mean ±30° condition= -0.8 %.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Numerical simulations
To test the impact of stochastic fluctuations or noise on triangulation accuracy,
we implemented the following simulation in Matlab (2012b, The MathWorks Inc.,
Massachusetts). Triangles were formed by two points representing start and end points of
a straight path in the horizontal plane (e.g. observer locations at time point 0 and time point
1) and a fixed reference point. Triangulation was based on the sine rule (Supplementary
Figure 1), according to:
c is the unknown side, a the known side (the base in Supplementary Figure 1 for example
representing a path) and C and A the angles opposite side c and a, respectively. Two angles
are used in the computation of the length of a side (‘distance angles’, A and C in formula 1).
Path orientation (azimuth) was varied in steps of 1°, path length remained constant and
each path was centered on the origin of the coordinate system, with the exception of
Supplementary Figure 5 that shows results for different center points in 9 quadrants of
a square environment. Hence, the start and endpoints of different paths mapped onto a
circle. This ensured that the mean distance of different paths to one or multiple reference
points remained constant. Before the triangulation iterations, random noise was added to
the known side and the two distance angles. The error in side length had a mean absolute
deviation of roughly 5% the original length (based on the human distance error for walking
12 meter paths; Elliott, 1987) and was drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and
a sigma of path length of 15.95. The absolute angular error for a single angle was 5° on
average (drawn from a von Mises distribution with mean 0 and a sigma of 6.26) and 15° on
average for the absolute cumulative error across all three angles of a triangle. This error
rate was based on the mean, absolute angular error observed in humans performing a
triangle completion task in virtual reality, which involved pointing to a start location after
an outward path with two turns (Wolbers et al., 2007).
Triangulation measurements: noise resilience. Triangulation was repeated for all sides of a
triangle using the known base a. If the inferred side was the base (the path), triangulation
was repeated with both remaining sides serving as the known side and the two results
were then averaged. Dual triangulation for the base was done to avoid biased results
due to the selection of any one of the remaining sides. Note that the length of the
remaining sides was not constant and changed in opposite directions for different path
angles, potentially affecting the noise resilience measure at different path angles. This
was not a problem in the reverse case, because the base (side a) had constant length.
The triangulation error for the 3 sides was computed as the absolute difference in the
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original side length and the length based on triangulation with noisy input parameters. The
3 error rates (see Supplementary Figure 3) were then averaged for further computations
and the assessment of noise resilience across paths (Figure 1; Supplementary Figure 2).
Furthermore, the distance between the most proximal reference point to the center of
each path (the middle of the base of a triangle) was always equal to the length of the
path, with the exception of Supplementary Figure 4 that shows the effects of different
path lengths and different noise levels. In other words, usually the path length was half the
length of the reference axis. Triangulation to additional reference points was performed
for a given path angle if these were within ± 90° (determined from the center of a path) to
emulate a limited field-of-view. This meant that reference points in only that half of the
environment were used for triangulation, which was faced on a given path (181 reference
points in Figure 1A and 1 reference point in Figure 1B), with the exception of Supplementary
Figure 5 that shows results using all 360 reference points in a square environment. If
multiple reference points were used, the estimated noise resilience was subsequently
averaged and assigned to the respective path angle.
Triangulation measurements: triangle quality. The quality measure for triangle shape
(triangle area divided by the sum of squares of side lengths; Figure 1 light blue curve)
was modified from (Bank & Smith, 1997) who describe optimization of finite element
triangulations in the generation of meshes.

Neuroimaging and behavioural experiment participants
FMRI experiment 1. 26 participants took part in the study (12 females, age range: 19–36,
mean age: 23 years). Experimental procedures were approved by the local research ethics
committee (ethics committee University Duisburg-Essen, Germany and CMO region
Arnhem-Nijmegen, NL). Written informed consent was obtained from each participant.
FMRI experiment 2. 25 participants took part in this study (11 females, age range: 18-32, mean
age: 24 years). One participant was excluded from the analysis due to poor performance
(i.e. 55 trials with no location response within 30 seconds, more than a standard deviation
above the mean). Experimental procedures were approved by the local research ethics
committee (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen, NL). Written informed consent was obtained
from each participant.
Behavioural experiment. 20 participants (11 females, age range: 18-24, mean age: 20 years)
participated in the behavioural experiment. Experimental procedures were approved
by the local research ethics committee (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen, NL). Written
informed consent was obtained from each participant.
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FMRI acquisition.
FMRI experiment 1. Blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) T2*-weighted functional
images were acquired on a 7T Siemens MAGNETOM scanner (Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen, Germany) using a three dimensional echo-planar imaging (3D EPI) pulse
sequence (Poser et al., 2010) with a 32-channel surface coil with the following parameters:
TR = 2.7 s, TE = 20 ms, flip angle = 14°, voxel size 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9 mm, field of view (FoV) = 210
mm in each direction, 96 slices, phase encoding acceleration factor = 4, 3D acceleration
factor = 2. The scanning session was subdivided into EPI acquisition blocks of 210 volumes
each. The majority of participants performed 5 blocks over the course of approximately 55
minutes. Deviations from the 5 blocks in a few participants were due to technical problems
or interruptions on behalf of the participants (3 participants had 4 blocks, 2 participants
6 blocks). In addition, T1-weighted structural images (MP2RAGE; voxel size: 0.63 mm
isotropic) and a field map (gradient echo; voxel size: 1.8 x 1.8 x 2.2 mm3) were acquired.
FMRI experiment 2. BOLD T2*-weighted functional images were acquired on a 3T Siemens
Trio scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a three dimensional echoplanar imaging (3D EPI) pulse sequence (Poser et al., 2010) with a 32-channel surface coil
with the following parameters: TR = 1.8 s, TE = 25 ms, flip angle = 15°, voxel size 2 × 2 × 2
mm, field of view (FoV) = 224 mm in each direction, 64 slices, phase encoding acceleration
factor = 2, 3D acceleration factor = 2. Each scanning session consisted of an EPI acquisition
block of 1031 volumes on average (range: 661-1200). In addition, T1-weighted structural
images (MPRAGE; voxel size, 1 mm isotropic; TR, 2.3 s) and a field map (gradient echo; voxel
size, 3.5 x 3.5 x 2 mm3) were acquired.

Experimental tasks
FMRI experiment 1. Participants freely navigated a 3D virtual reality environment with a
modified version of the arena from the studies by Doeller and colleagues (Doeller et al.,
2010; Kunz et al., 2015) (Figure 2A, Supplementary Figure 6) using a 4-button controller.
UnrealEngine2 Runtime software (Epic Games) was used to generate the virtual reality
task. The environment consisted of a circular arena with 12 extra-maze cues, 6 upright and
6 inverted triangles. Two pairs of neighboring triangles of different orientation comprised
the two configural landmarks on opposite sides of the arena that defined an environmental
reference axis. To control for possible visual effects on our direction-related analysis, we
designed the color textures for the extra-maze cues in such a way, that the low-level visual
features remained equal across cues. Each triangle had a red, green and blue corner,
arranged in 1 of 6 possible constellations. The arrangement of textures was randomised
across participants. Participants performed a self-paced object-location memory task
that involved collecting and replacing six everyday objects. Participants collected each
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object from its associated location once during an initial phase, by running over it. In each
subsequent trial they saw an image (cue) of one of the objects in the upper part of the
screen and had to move to the object’s associated location and press a button (replace
phase). After this response, the object appeared in its associated position and participants
collected it again (feedback phase). After an average of 3 trials (range 2-4 trials), a fixation
cross on a gray background was presented for 4 seconds (inter-trial-interval, ITI). Object
locations were randomised across participants. Since the task was self-paced, the number
of trials varied across participants (range: 94-253; mean: 179). Prior to the fMRI experiment,
participants performed a similar object-location task with different objects in a different
virtual environment outside the scanner to familiarise themselves with the task demands.
FMRI experiment 2. Participants freely navigated the same virtual environment as used
in fMRI experiment 1, but with only two extra-maze cues on opposite sides of the arena
that defined an environmental reference axis (Supplementary Figure 6-7). Participants
performed the same object-location memory task described above, except that 4 objects
were used instead of 6. Participants performed an average of 117 trials (range: 63-179). Prior
to the fMRI experiment, participants performed a similar object-location task with different
objects and a different virtual environment outside the scanner to familiarise themselves
with the task demands.
Behavioural experiment. Participants freely navigated a virtual reality environment
(Figure 3A-B, Supplementary Figure 9) by using four buttons on a keyboard to move in
the four cardinal directions and the mouse to change horizontal viewing direction. The
virtual environment was displayed at 1680x1050 pixel resolution and 60 Hz refresh rate
approximately 40cm in front of the participants’ eyes. They were teleported between
varying start and end locations at one of three possible angles and performed a distance
estimation task. The environment was a ‘pitch black’ space with otherwise only three
distinguishable elements. First, it included a background consisting of a white dashed line
oriented horizontally and projected at infinity. This background provided minimal visual
information to perceive rotational movements as well as motion parallax of a reference
landmark viewed from different angles. Second, a reference landmark, consisting of a
red circle, was displayed vertically on a fixed location. Third, a red circle indicated the
start location of each path with an arrow pointing in the direction of the goal location. The
rationale behind using a visually sparse environment and teleportation to the goal location
was to prevent the use of other distance cues, such as landmark size (e.g. patches of grass
or a boundary) or an estimate of ‘time-of-flight’, respectively. This ensured that the change
in size of the reference and the change in angle and motion parallax to the reference from
start to the end of a path was the sole means by which the distance estimation task could
be performed correctly. Prior to the experiment, participants performed a similar distance
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estimation task in a different virtual environment to familiarise themselves with the task
demands. At the beginning of the behavioural experiment, participants were instructed to
approach the reference landmark in order to familiarise themselves with its location and
distance
The trial structure was as follows: Participants were instructed to navigate to the starting
point. Once they reached the starting point, their movement was restricted to rotations
and the message ‘click right mouse button to teleport ahead’ was displayed (orientation
phase one). Participants could self-initiate teleportation to the goal location by a mouseclick and orienting towards the pointing direction of the arrow, at which point the view
was frozen and teleportation commenced 2 seconds later. After teleportation to the
goal location, the start location became invisible (the red circle with arrow disappeared),
movement remained restricted and only rotations were possible and the message ’click
right mouse button to give response’ was displayed (orientation phase two). Participants
could self-initiate the response phase. Then, a horizontally oriented window was displayed
together with the message ‘indicate distance (left = minimum, right = maximum)’ and
participants could move the mouse to slide a bar inside the window to indicate how far
they thought they were being teleported. The range of possible responses was 0 virtual
units (vu) to 6000 vu. For comparison, the arena diameter used in the fMRI studies was
9500 vu for the inner boundary and the length of the reference axis (i.e. the distance
between opposing reference points) was 12064 vu. The range of teleportation distances
was 500 vu to 5500 vu (mean = 2742 vu). The response was finalised by another mouse
click and subsequently, feedback in the form of smiley faces was given for 2 seconds. The
color of a smiley for a response error < 2% of the correct distance was green, light green
for an error < 4 %, yellow for an error < 8 %, orange for an error < 16% and red otherwise.
During this feedback phase, participants could still move the response bar to see other
response-to-feedback mappings (i.e. the smiley associated with a given horizontal pixel
location). Once the feedback disappeared, participants were able to freely navigate again.
At the beginning of about 50% of trials (determined pseudo-randomly) participants were
placed to a point in front of the start location to speed up the experimental procedure (i.e.
to reduce navigation time from a goal location to the start location of the subsequent trial)
and thereby increase the number of trials. In addition, the orientation phase 1 and 2 were
restricted to 6 seconds and the response phase to 4 seconds indicated through the display
of a timer. If the time limit was reached, ‘Time is up! This trial is invalid’ was displayed on a
red background and no response was recorded. Teleportation distances and teleportation
directions were pseudo-randomly determined on each trial. Teleportation directions were
either 0° (approaching the reference point on a straight line), -30° or +30°. The location
of the reference point was at (x = 0 vu , y = 8500 vu) and following the approach of the
simulations, all paths were centered on the origin of the coordinate system. However, this
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would provide a relative advantage to the parallel condition. The size of the reference
point directly reflects its distance to the observer, which becomes particularly apparent at
close proximity. In the -30° and the +30° conditions, the goal location is always further away
from the reference point compared to the 0° condition at equal teleportation distances.
Furthermore, the dependent measure (teleportation distance) is linearly associated with
goal-to-reference distance only in the 0° condition. To avoid bias due to unequal goalto-reference distance, we equalized this measure by subtracting the difference across
conditions (at equal teleportation distances). In effect, this shifted the teleportation paths
in the 0° condition backwards by a given amount (Figure 3B). The task duration was limited
to 30 minutes in which participants performed an average of 129 self-paced trials (range:
52-238). Prior to the main task, participants performed a training version of the task in a
richer virtual environment with a comparable trial structure where the length of the path
was not traversed by teleportation but rather through guided movement.

FMRI data pre-processing
Image preprocessing and analysis were performed with the Automatic Analysis Toolbox
(https://github.com/rhodricusack/automaticanalysis) (Cusack et al., 2015). This involved
using custom scripts combined with core functions from FSL 5.0.4 (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/
fsl/) and SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). SPM was used for an iterative functional
image realignment and unwarping procedure to estimate movement parameters (three
for rotation, three for translation) and to correct images with respect to gradient-field
inhomogeneities caused by motion. To improve co-registration and the creation of a
group-specific structural and functional template using the Advanced Neuroimaging
Toolbox (ANTS; http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/) structural images were de-noised
using an optimised non-local means filter (Manjón, Coupé, Martí-Bonmatí, Collins, &
Robles, 2010) and mean EPI images were corrected for gradual changes in signal intensity
(bias correction) using SPM. Next, structural images were co-registered (based on mutual
information) to the functional images using SPM and brain-extraction was performed using
FSL. The resulting skull-stripped structural image was segmented into grey matter (GM),
white matter (WM) and cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) voxel masks. Finally, functional images
were spatially smoothed with an isotropic 8-mm full-width-half-maximum Gaussian
kernel and high-pass filtering with a 128-s cut-off to reduce low-frequency drift.

Physiological artifact correction.
During the 7T-fMRI acquisition of experiment 1, we recorded the cardiac pulse signal
and respiration of participants by means of an MRI compatible pulse oximeter and
pneumatic belt (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. In
addition, scanner pulses were recorded in an analog input for synchronisation of fMRI and
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physiological data at 200 Hz. Due to technical problems, these data were not available
for all scanning blocks and participants (average of 2.7 blocks, range 0 to 5 blocks per
participant). Physiological artifact correction was performed for fMRI data with available
concurrent physiological data. This involved band-pass filtering the pulse data between
20 and 150 bpm (0.3 and 2.5 Hz, respectively) to improve peak detection. Subsequently,
RETROICOR (Glover, Li, & Ress, 2000) was used to create regressors that were fed into
the subject-specific fMRI analyses (GLMs) as confound regressors to remove spurious
fluctuations. Fluctuations due to cardiac and respiratory phase were each modeled by 6
regressors for sine and cosine Fourier series components extending to the 3rd harmonic.
Two additional regressors modeled lower frequency changes in respiration and heart rate
with a sliding window analysis following (Hutton et al., 2011).

ROI definition
Based on our a priori hypothesis (Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz et al., 2015), ROI analyses
were performed for the right entorhinal cortex (EC). Right EC ROIs were created on the
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI152) T1 template using a probabilistic atlas based on
cytoarchitectonic mapping of ten human post-mortem brains (Amunts et al., 2005) with
FSL 5.0.4 (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). The probability threshold was conservative (95%)
for the estimation of grid orientations and liberal (0%, i.e. including all voxels with nonzero probability) for the small volume correction of the mask. Thresholded masks were
binarised and converted to NiFTI file format and then normalised to the space of the
individual functional images via the group-specific EPI template using ANTS. SPM was
used to reslice the ROI mask dimensions to the EPI dimension, which was again followed
by binarisation of the masks.

Analysis of fMRI time series
Following pre-processing, fMRI time series were modeled with general linear models
(GLMs). The different trial phases of the object-location memory task were modeled with
with two regressors. One regressor was used for the retrieval phase (replacement of an
object) and one for the encoding phase (following the location response, when the object
was shown at the correct location and could be collected), both of which were associated
with a parametric modulator for spatial memory performance to discount large-error
trials. Inter-trial-intervals (presentation of a fixation cross on a gray background) were not
explicitly modeled and served as an implicit baseline. The presentation of the object cues
and the feedback was modeled with two additional regressors. Furthermore, all GLMs
included nuisance regressors, comprising at least 6 movement parameters, 2 regressors
for signal fluctuations across white and gray matter voxels and 1 regressor to model time
points with frame-wise displacements (Power et al., 2012) larger than 0.5 mm. In addition,
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physiological signals have been recorded for a sub-set of participants (see section below
for details) which was used to correct for cardiac and respiratory artifacts by means of 14
additional regressors. The main regressors of interest modeled virtual movement periods
with two associated parametric modulators (see ‘Analysis of grid-cell representations’ for
details). Coefficients for each regressor were estimated for each participant using maximum
likelihood estimates to account for serial correlations. All parametric modulators were
normalized to have zero mean and thus be orthogonal to the un-modulated regressor. Prior
to the second-level random effects analysis, the linear contrast images of the regression
coefficients underwent nonlinear normalization to a group-specific EPI template with the
Advanced Neuroimaging Toolbox (ANTS; http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/).

Analysis of grid-cell representations
Putative grid orientations were estimated in participant’s right EC using a quadrature-filter
approach on fMRI data during fast movements in all trial phases (Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz
et al., 2015). Participant’s virtual-navigation fMRI data entered a general linear model (GLM)
with two parametric modulators of a movement regressor. These modelled the sine and
cosine of running direction θ(t) in periods of 60° (i.e. sin(6*θ(t)) and cos(6*θ(t))) for participant’s
50% fastest movement time points, where grid-cell like representations can be reliably
detected (Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz et al., 2015). Multiplication by 6 transformed running
direction into 60° periodic space to create regressors sensitive to activation showing a sixfold rotational symmetry in running direction. Activations with six evenly spaced peaks as a
function of running direction will produce parameter estimates 1β and 2β for the two regressors
with large amplitude sqrt(β1² + β2²). To this end, running direction θ(t) was arbitrarily aligned to
0° of the coordinate system underlying the virtual reality engine. Participants were not
aware of the environmental coordinate system. The relationship between the underlying
coordinate system and the environmental reference axes (defined by extra-maze cues)
differed between experiment 1 and experiment 2. The orientation of the environmental
reference axis (i.e. 0°) had an angular offset from the underlying coordinate system of 15°
in experiment 1 and 90° in experiment 2. This made it unlikely that an anchoring of gridcell representations to environmental reference axes were due to other factors, such as
viewing direction during the start of the experiment, which was -15° in experiment 1 and -90°
in experiment 2, relative to the visible environmental reference axes. Next, the parameter
estimates of the two parametric modulators (β1 and 2β ) were extracted from the right EC ROI
and used to calculate putative mean grid orientation in 60° space (varying between 0°
and 59°). A participant’s mean orientation of grid-cell-like representations was defined as
φ60° = arctan(β1/β2), where 1β is the averaged beta value for sin[6*θ(t)] and β2 is the averaged beta
value for cos[6*θ(t)] across voxels of the right EC. Dividing by six transformed the mean grid
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orientation 60°
φ back into standard circular space of 360° for one of the three putative grid
axes (the remaining two being 60° and 120° relative to the first).
Our main research question was if environmental geometry affects the orientation of putative
grid-cell representations (see below for a description of the statistical test procedure). To
additionally cross-validate effects of entorhinal grid representations (see Doeller et al.,
2010; Kunz et al., 2015), we tested the temporal stability of grid orientations as well as the
regional specificity in a split-half procedure (experiment 1). The procedure involved testing
activation differences in the second half of the data with six-fold rotational symmetry that
was aligned with the (potentially environmentally determined) grid-orientation estimated
from the first half of the data. More specifically, the second GLM contained regressors for
both ‘aligned’ and ‘misaligned’ runs relative to that grid orientation (respectively, this means
running directions were either less than ± 15° or more than ± 15° oriented relative to the
nearest grid axis). As for the estimation procedure, regressors modelling six-fold rotational
symmetry captured participant’s 50% fastest movement time points. Participants’ contrast
values (aligned > misaligned) then entered a second level random-effects analysis to test
for grid-cell representations in the entire brain volume acquired. Significant activation
in the right EC would indicate temporal stability and regional specificity of putative grid
orientation.
Having evaluated temporal stability and regional specificity of the quadrature-filter
approach for investigation of grid-cell representations in experiment 1, we decided to
maximise statistical power addressing the main research question of environmental effects
on grid orientations in experiment 2. This was deemed necessary, because experiment 2
had shorter scanning time and was conducted at lower magnetic field strength (which
is associated with a smaller signal-to-noise ratio). These factors were expected to lead
to a decrease in statistical power that could be alleviated by using all the data for the
estimation of putative grid orientations (using the quadrature-filter approach described
above) and answering of the main research question.

Analysis of environmental anchoring of the grid-system
We tested environmental anchoring of the grid-system relative to the reference axes by
using a V test for circular homogeneity (Berens, 2009). The V test for circular homogeneity
is similar to the Rayleigh test for circular homogeneity and can be used if an a-priori
hypothesis of a certain mean direction in a sample of angles is being tested. Due to our
hypothesis of a relationship between the orientation of the grid-system and the optimal
orientation of a triangulation map, we tested participant’s putative grid orientations in 0°60° space (Figure 2D and Supplementary Figure 8B) for the presence of a mean direction
aligned 30° off the reference axis.

CHAPTER
Laminar triple dissociation
for spatial cognition
in entorhinal cortex
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ABSTRACT
Single-unit recording studies in freely-moving rodents show that spatially tuned cells,
such as grid cells and head direction cells are distributed across a multilayered entorhinal
network. Currently, it is poorly understood how the laminar entorhinal network interacts
with other higher-order visual regions during navigation, what the laminar distribution of
grid-cell representations is in humans and how these relate to navigation performance
and behaviour. By combining recent advances in high-field functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) at submillimetre-resolution, proxy measures of cellular activity and
functional connectivity analyses, we investigated spatial processing in the multilayered
entorhinal network in humans. Participants performed a free navigation object-location
memory task in virtual reality while lying in an MRI scanner. Here, we find a triple
dissociation of laminar functional connectivity with visual regions during movement, the
distribution of grid-cell representations and correlations with behaviour. Visual regions
in the fusiform gyrus and posterior parahippocampal gyrus that are activated during
movement, connect most strongly with deep entorhinal segments. In contrast, grid-cell
representations are strongest in middle and superficial segments, while spatial memory
performance correlated with the coherence of putative grid orientations across voxels in
the middle laminar segment. These finding are in line with invasive tracing studies in nonhuman animals, grid-cell distributions in rats and studies on temporal association memory
in mice, respectively. These results provide novel insights into the meso-level processing
of laminar circuits for navigation and their relevance for behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION
A hallmark of the organisation of vertebrate brains is the presence of a cortex with a laminated
structure (Northcutt, 2002). The functional relevance of this ubiquitous phenomenon
is still poorly understood. However, clear differences in cytoarchitecture (Brodmann,
1909), connectivity (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991) and function (Buffalo, Fries, Landman,
Buschman, & Desimone, 2011; Colgin et al., 2009; Hubel & Wiesel, 1962; van Kerkoerle et
al., 2014) have been found across the six cortical layers of mammalian neocortex and a
laminar organisation might provide both computational (Raizada & Grossberg, 2003) and
developmental (Nikolaou & Meyer, 2015) advantages. Laminar fMRI opens a door into
studying brain function at a scale that is relevant for circuit dynamics. To gain a systemslevel understanding of the neuronal mechanisms that underlie the cortical computations
of functions such as flexible navigation behaviour and memory warrants information
on both intra- and inter-regional processing. The entorhinal cortex is a region with
outstanding potential for laminar studies on spatial processing, because it is well studied
in both function and structure (Canto et al., 2008; Witter et al., 2014) and its organisation
is relatively well conserved across different species (Canto et al., 2008). Despite being a
multimodal association area (Kandel, Schwartz, & Jessell, 2000) it has tangible functional
correlates due to the presence of grid cells, which fire at periodic locations occupied by
an animal during free navigation (Hafting et al., 2005). Grid cells are abundant in upper
and middle layers of the rodent medial entorhinal cortex (Sargolini et al., 2006) where they
occupy roughly 50 percent of cells, which contrasts with only about 20 percent in deep
layers (Boccara et al., 2010). However, projections to the rest of the cortex predominantly
arise from the deep layers of EC (Canto et al., 2008), such as to posterior parahippocampal
cortex and inferior temporal cortex in monkeys (Kosel, Hoesen, Rosene, & Van Hoesen,
1982). The deep layers of EC also receive hippocampal output, whereas the upper layers III
and II project to distinct hippocampal subregions, thereby creating parallel signaling loops
(Canto et al., 2008; Witter et al., 2014). Interestingly, intrinsic signaling follows both a deepto-superficial (Kloosterman, van Haeften, Witter, & Lopes da Silva, 2003) and a superficialto-deep (Iijima et al., 1996) pattern crossing entorhinal layers and creating reverberation
waves that can maintain activity over time and be amplified by high-frequency stimulation
(Iijima et al., 1996). Despite a wealth of studies on function and structure of the EC (Canto
et al., 2008; Witter et al., 2014) it remains poorly understood how the laminar computations
at this top of a cortical hierarchy (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991) give rise to grid-cell firing
(Barry, Bush, O’Keefe, & Burgess, 2012; Giocomo, Moser, & Moser, 2011; Hasselmo, 2008,
2014; Roudi & Moser, 2014) and how these relate to behaviour. Grid-cell-like representations
have been shown in humans with invasive electrical recordings (Jacobs et al., 2013) and
with fMRI (Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz et al., 2015), and first evidence for behavioural relevance
of the grid-system comes from correlations with spatial memory performance in humans
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(Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz et al., 2015). Here we sought to characterise the laminar circuit
dynamics in human entorhinal cortex and their relationship to navigation. We employed
sub-millimetre fMRI at 7Tesla in humans freely navigating a circular, virtual environment
to determine the laminar distribution of entorhinal connectivity with visual regions that are
active during navigation, as well as the laminar distribution of grid-cell-like representations
and their role in spatial memory. We find a triple dissociation of entorhinal connectivity to
visual regions (strongest in deep segments), grid-cell-like representations (strongest in
middle and superficial segments) and correlation with spatial memory (confined to middle
segment). This triad highlights a strong ‘division of labor’ within the entorhinal cortices.

RESULTS
The remarkable spatial activity pattern of grid cells can be influenced by environmental
factors such as relative length and orientation of walls (Barry et al., 2007; Derdikman et
al., 2009; Krupic et al., 2015; T. Stensola et al., 2015) and both the grid-cell and the headdirection cell system can anchor to visible landmarks (Hafting et al., 2005), although their
activity patterns persists also in darkness. Previously, we have shown that human grid
representations in the entorhinal cortex align relative to environmental reference points
(chapter 3), which suggests a chief role of information on environmental landmarks for the
grid-system. Here, we sought to characterize the laminar distribution of entorhinal gridcell representations in humans, test their relevance for spatial memory and understand
how the entorhinal laminar system interacts with visual regions. To this end, we used
data from a 7 Tesla fMRI study at sub-millimetre voxel resolution. Participants (N = 26)
freely navigated a circular, virtual environment and performed an object-location memory
task (see Methods). How is visual input integrated in the entorhinal navigation system?
We applied a functional localiser analysis on the group level by contrasting fMRI activity
during movement versus rest, which yielded bilateral activation clusters in ventral
visual stream regions (from here on named VVS) including the fusiform gyrus, posterior
parahippocampal gyrus and inferior temporal gyrus (Figure 1C).
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FIGURE 1 | Virtual reality task, ventral visual stream cluster and laminar segments.
A First person view of the virtual arena in which participants could freely navigate. B Aerial view of
the arena. The navigation paths of an exemplary participant are shown with black lines. C Active
virtual navigation engages regions of the ventral visual stream (VVS). Contrasting fMRI activity
during virtual movement versus rest reveals higher activity in the fusiform gyrus, extending into
posterior parahippocampal gyrus and inferior temporal gyrus. T-map is thresholded at p<0.001 for
display purposes and overlaid on the group-specific template brain (see Methods). The bilateral
VVS cluster was thresholded with FWE correction at p<0.05 and binarised to create a functionally
defined VVS region-of-interest used in all laminar analyses. D Three equally sized laminar ROIs
were manually drawn once on the template brain (each containing 666 voxels of 0.9 mm3) and
then normalised into each participant’s individual brain (see Supplementary Figure 1 and Methods
for details). Red = superficial, green = middle, blue = deep segment.

The processing of scene and landmark information has been linked to activity in the
parahippocampal gyrus (Doeller & Kaplan, 2011; R. A. Epstein, 2008; Janzen & van
Turennout, 2004; Maguire, Frith, Burgess, Donnett, & O’Keefe, 1998; Mullally & Maguire,
2011; Wegman & Janzen, 2011). A partial correlation analysis of activity in the functionally
defined VVS activation cluster and three anatomically defined laminar segments of the
entorhinal cortex extending across deep, middle and superficial depths (Figure 1D. See
Supplementary Figure 1 and Methods for details) of the entorhinal cortex revealed that
functional connectivity was largely restricted to deep entorhinal segments (Figure 2A,
repeated-measures ANOVA. F(2,25)=4.8, p=0.012).
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These results suggest that the organisation of the EC is largely conserved across species
and that activation in the ventral visual stream (Kravitz et al., 2011) during navigation is
functionally relevant for processing in deep entorhinal segments. This contrasts with the
distribution of grid cells in rodents, which have predominantly been found in upper and
middle layers II and III (Boccara et al., 2010; Sargolini et al., 2006). Previously, we have
demonstrated entorhinal grid-cell representations in the same data with a cross-validation
procedure (chapter 3). To test their laminar distribution, we contrasted activity during runs
aligned with one of the grid axes versus runs in-between, in the three laminar regionsof-interest. Human grid-cell representations where weakest in the deep segments of
the EC (Figure 2B. Repeated-measures ANOVA. F(2,25)=5.3, p=0.008; Post-hoc paired, twosided t-tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction. Middle versus deep: T(25)=3.8; p= 0.0026.
Superficial versus deep: T(25)=2.3; p= 0.054), but not different between middle and superficial
segments (Paired, two-sided t-test with Holm-Bonferroni correction; T(25)=0.4; p=0.68), in
accordance with distribution of grid cells in rats (Boccara et al., 2010; Sargolini et al., 2006).
However, contrasting activity during navigation versus baseline did not show the same
laminar distribution (Figure 2C) and neither did measures of temporal SNR, which actually
increased toward deeper segments (Supplementary Figure 2). Both factors speak against
the possibility that a laminar sensitivity bias (Koopmans, Barth, & Norris, 2010) caused the
stronger grid-representations in middle and superficial segments.
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FIGURE 2 | Laminar analyses.
A Functional connectivity between the VVS and entorhinal laminar segments was largest in deep
segments, in accordance with predominant bi-directional projections in non-human primates
(Canto et al., 2008; Insausti, Herrero, & Witter, 1997; Kosel et al., 1982; Suzuki & Amaral, 1994). B
Human grid-cell representations where weakest in the deep segments of the EC but not different
between middle and superficial segments in accordance with distribution of grid cells in rats
(Boccara et al., 2010; Sargolini et al., 2006). C However, contrasting activity during navigation versus
baseline did not show the same laminar distribution.
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Are grid-cell representations relevant for spatial memory and behaviour? Earlier work
in humans has found a link between the coherence of putative grid orientations across
entorhinal voxels and the precision of spatial responses for remembered locations (Doeller
et al., 2010; Kunz et al., 2015). The coherence of estimated orientations was not significantly
different between laminar segments (Repeated-measures ANOVA. F(2,25)=1.3, p=0.269). We
tested correlation with behaviour across the three laminar segments and found a marked
association between spatial memory and grid coherence confined to the middle segment
(Figure 3. Partial Pearson correlation with Holm-Bonferroni correction. Superficial: R
= 0.115, p = 0.818; Middle: R = 0.510, p = 0.0240; Deep: R = 0.169, p = 0.818), in line with
an outstanding role of entorhinal processing at intermediate laminar depths for spatial
memory performance.
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FIGURE 3 | Spatial memory and laminar grid coherence.
Coherence of grid-representations significantly correlates with spatial memory performance across
participants only at intermediate entorhinal depths (middle panel). Partial Pearson correlation with
Holm-Bonferroni correction. super: R = 0.115, p = 0.818; mid: R = 0.510, p = 0.0240; deep: R = 0.169, p
= 0.818

DISCUSSION
Navigation can involve different brain regions (Doeller et al., 2008; R. A. Epstein, 2008;
Wolbers et al., 2007), but the hippocampal formation is strongly implicated in map-based
navigation, which requires survey knowledge or path integration (McNaughton et al.,
2006; O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971). In particular, entorhinal grid cells have been linked to
path integration (Burak & Fiete, 2009; Burgess et al., 2007; Chen, He, Jonathan, et al., 2015;
McNaughton et al., 2006). Their activity pattern can persist in darkness, but can also anchor
to salient features in the environment (Hafting et al., 2005) and are strongly influenced by
environmental geometry (Barry et al., 2007; Derdikman et al., 2009; Krupic et al., 2015; T.
Stensola et al., 2015). In particular, we previously showed that grid-cell representations
(using the current and other fMRI data) can anchor to extra-maze landmarks in way that
is consistent with Euclidean triangulation (chapter 3). However, precisely how visual
information is being processed in the multilayered entorhinal navigation system remains
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unknown. Here, we leverage sub-millimetre fMRI at 7 Tesla in humans to dissect the
laminar dynamics of spatial processing in the entorhinal system. We show that functional
connectivity between visual regions that are strongly activated during navigation and that
have previously been linked to the processing of landmark information (Doeller & Kaplan,
2011; R. Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998; Janzen & van Turennout, 2004; Maguire et al., 1998;
Mullally & Maguire, 2011; Wegman & Janzen, 2011) and the entorhinal cortex is strongest
with the deep segments of the EC. These results suggest an important role of visual
processing for entorhinal function during our task and are in line with tract-tracing studies
showing that efferent projections to the rest of the cortex predominantly arise from deep
entorhinal layers (Canto et al., 2008; Insausti et al., 1997; Suzuki & Amaral, 1994), in particular
to inferior temporal cortex and posterior parahippocampal cortex in non-human primates
(Kosel et al., 1982) (However, note that afferent projections back to the EC may also target
mid and upper layers; Insausti & Amaral, 2008; Mohedano-Moriano et al., 2007). The strong
differences in functional connectivity between EC laminar segments and the VVS in our
data might be partly due to intrinsic reverberation loops of the EC (Iijima et al., 1996). Both a
deep-to-superficial (Kloosterman et al., 2003) and a superficial-to-deep (Iijima et al., 1996)
signalling has been found, but cells in superficial layers are under strong inhibitory control
(Buetfering, Allen, & Monyer, 2014; Couey et al., 2013; Finch, Tan, & Isokawa-Akesson, 1988;
Jones, 1993) that could diminish apparent functional connectivity with the VVS because of
the sluggish BOLD response. In contrast, cells in the deep layers of EC exhibit persistent
firing that can maintain activity over time (Egorov, Hamam, Fransén, Hasselmo, & Alonso,
2002), which could augment BOLD functional connectivity estimated with the VVS during
navigation, next to the presence of reciprocal connectivity (Canto et al., 2008; Kosel et al.,
1982).
As we showed previously (chapter 3), grid-cell representations anchor relative to salient
environmental landmarks (see Figure1 for extra-maze landmarks used in the present
study). Here, we found that regions in the ventral visual stream (VVS) show high functional
connectivity with deep laminar segments of the entorhinal cortex during navigation. How
is the visual information integrated in the activity of the grid-system? To test the laminar
distribution of grid-representations in EC we contrasted the signal during runs aligned
with an environmentally determined grid orientation (which we have shown previously;
chapter 3) with the remaining runs. This analysis revealed a similar distribution of gridrepresentations in humans (Figure 2B) as in rats (Boccara et al., 2010; Sargolini et al., 2006).
Increased venous drainage toward superficial layers could lead to an increased sensitivity
for activation differences, as determined by laminar fMRI in the visual cortex (Koopmans et
al., 2010). To test for such a bias in the EC, we contrasted general navigation-related activity
versus baseline, which did not reveal larger effects in superficial segments. In addition,
temporal SNR actually decreased toward superficial segments (Supplementary Figure 2),
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further speaking against such a bias. In sum, our results suggest that grid-representations
in humans have a similar laminar organization as in rats.
However, evidence for a behavioural relevance of the grid-system has been scarce
(Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz et al., 2015) and the role of laminar sub-units in spatial memory is
lacking. Here, we show that the coherence of grid-representations predict spatial memory
performance across participants at intermediate entorhinal depths (Figure 2). In humans,
layer III occupies approximately the middle third of the depth of the entorhinal cortex
(Krimer et al., 1997). Given a reliable segmentation procedure (See Supplementary Figure
1 for individual examples), we expect our middle laminar region-of-interest to sample a
significant portion of entorhinal layer III, which is the main afferent to hippocampal region
CA1 (Canto et al., 2008; Witter et al., 2014) and has been suggested to convey an animal’s
current position, as opposed to predicted future positions relayed indirectly from MEC
LII via the DG and CA3 (Buzsaki, 2006). In contrast, the indirect LII-CA3-CA1 input would
signal predicted future location. However, also so-called island cells in the EC layer II
can directly target CA1 to convey feed-forward inhibition of the excitatory EC LIII inputs
(Kitamura et al., 2014). Various computational models have further suggested that CA1
functions as a comparator of ECIII and CA3 (indirect ECII) inputs (Gray, 1982; Hasselmo &
Schnell, 1994; Hasselmo & Wyble, 1997). In light of such a framework one could argue that
a coherent signal of current position (ECIII), is behaviourally more relevant than a coherent
set of predictions (ECII). This interpretation is further supported by findings in mice showing
behavioural relevance of ECIII projections for temporal association memory (Suh, Rivest,
Nakashiba, Tominaga, & Tonegawa, 2011). Finally, EC LIII has a high connection probability
between excitatory cells, in contrast to LII (Dhillon & Jones, 2000), potentially promoting the
functional relevance of spatially coherent grid orientations. An exciting prospect for future
studies is to further cross-validate our findings in animal models and to employ measures
with faster temporal sampling (ultra-fast fMRI or MEG) to probe network dynamics more
directly. In conclusion, the upper segments show the strongest grid representations, while
the deep layers engage with the landmark processing VVS and the middle-segment gridcoherence predicts spatial memory. This triad highlights a strong ‘division of labor’ within
an entorhinal laminar network supporting spatial navigation. Finally, a promising avenue
for future studies is to test the laminar distribution of early alterations in Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), in order to gain a deeper understanding of both the entorhinal-hippocampal
circuitry ad well as the pathogenetic mechanisms of AD. Previously we showed that the
entorhinal grid-system is impaired even decades before disease onset in people with
genetic predisposition for AD (Kunz et al., 2015). Future studies could determine if these
early alterations are confined to superficial layers in the same way that the later pathology
is (Braak & Braak, 1992).
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

1

2

3

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1 | Semi-automatic laminar segmentation. Top row.
Three exemplary participant’s mean EPI images are shown. 1 The mean EPIs of 26 participants in
total were used to create a group-specific template brain using the ANTS toolbox (http://www.picsl.
upenn.edu/ANTS). 2 Three equally sized laminar ROIs were manually drawn on the template brain
(each containing 666 voxels of 0.9 mm3). Red = superficial, green = middle, blue = deep segment. 3
Laminar ROIs were subsequently back-normalised into the native space of each participant’s mean
EPI for all laminar analyses.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2 | Temporal SNR was largest in deep segments.
Temporal SNR was estimated by dividing the mean signal through the standard deviation over time.
Repeated-measures ANOVA. F(2,25)=14.2, p<0.001; Post-hoc paired, two-sided t-tests with HolmBonferroni correction. * indicates p < 0.05.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Neuroimaging and behavioural experiments
Participants
26 participants took part in the study (12 females, age range: 19–36, mean age: 23 years).
Experimental procedures were approved by the local research ethics committee (ethics
committee University Duisburg-Essen, Germany and CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen, NL).
Written informed consent was obtained from each participant.

FMRI acquisition
Blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) T2*-weighted functional images were
acquired on a 7T Siemens MAGNETOM scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany)
using a three dimensional echo-planar imaging (3D EPI) pulse sequence (Poser et al., 2010)
with a 32-channel surface coil with the following parameters: TR = 2.7 s, TE = 20 ms, flip
angle = 14°, voxel size 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9 mm, field of view (FoV) = 210 mm in each direction, 96
slices, phase encoding acceleration factor = 4, 3D acceleration factor = 2. The scanning
session was subdivided into EPI acquisition blocks of 210 volumes each. The majority of
participants performed 5 blocks over the course of approximately 55 minutes. Deviations
from the 5 blocks in a few participants were due to technical problems or interruptions on
behalf of the participants (3 participants had 4 blocks, 2 participants 6 blocks). In addition,
T1-weighted structural images (MP2RAGE; voxel size: 0.63 mm isotropic) and a field map
(gradient echo; voxel size: 1.8 x 1.8 x 2.2 mm3) were acquired.

Experimental task
Participants freely navigated a 3D virtual reality environment with a modified version of the
arena from the studies by Doeller and colleagues (Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz et al., 2015)
(Figure 1A-B) using a 4-button controller. UnrealEngine2 Runtime software (Epic Games)
was used to generate the virtual reality task. The environment consisted of a circular arena
with 12 extra-maze cues, 6 upright and 6 inverted triangles. Two pairs of neighboring
triangles of different orientation comprised the two configural landmarks on opposite sides
of the arena that defined an environmental reference axis. To control for possible visual
effects on our direction-related analysis, we designed the color textures for the extramaze cues in such a way, that the low-level visual features remained equal across cues.
Each triangle had a red, green and blue corner, arranged in 1 of 6 possible constellations.
The arrangement of textures was randomised across participants. Participants performed
a self-paced object-location memory task that involved collecting and replacing six
everyday objects. Participants collected each object from its associated location once
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during an initial phase, by running over it. In each subsequent trial they saw an image
(cue) of one of the objects in the upper part of the screen and had to move to the object’s
associated location and press a button (replace phase). After this response, the object
appeared in its associated position and participants collected it again (feedback phase).
After an average of 3 trials (range 2-4 trials), a fixation cross on a gray background was
presented for 4 seconds (inter-trial-interval, ITI). Object locations were randomised across
participants. Since the task was self-paced, the number of trials varied across participants
(range: 94-253; mean: 179), but the total navigation time was always roughly 55 minutes.
Prior to the fMRI experiment, participants performed a similar object-location task with
different objects in a different virtual environment outside the scanner to familiarise
themselves with the task demands.

FMRI data pre-processing
Image preprocessing and analysis were performed with the Automatic Analysis Toolbox
(https://github.com/rhodricusack/automaticanalysis) (Cusack et al., 2015). This involved
using custom scripts combined with core functions from FSL 5.0.4 (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/
fsl/) and SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). SPM was used for an iterative functional
image realignment and unwarping procedure to estimate movement parameters (three
for rotation, three for translation) and to correct images with respect to gradient-field
inhomogeneities caused by motion. To improve co-registration and the creation of a groupspecific structural and functional template using the Advanced Neuroimaging Toolbox
(ANTS; http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/) structural images were de-noised using an
optimised non-local means filter (Manjón et al., 2010) and mean EPI images were corrected
for gradual changes in signal intensity (bias correction) using SPM. Next, structural images
were co-registered (based on mutual information) to the functional images using SPM and
brain-extraction was performed using FSL. The resulting skull-stripped structural image
was segmented into grey matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF)
voxel masks. Finally, for the analysis of activity during movement versus rest (Figure 1C)
functional images were high-pass filtered with a 128-s cut-off to reduce low-frequency
drift and spatially smoothed with an isotropic 6-mm full-width-half-maximum Gaussian
kernel.

Physiological artifact correction
To correct for physiological artifacts respiration and cardiac pulse signals were recorded
by means of an MRI compatible pulse oximeter and pneumatic belt (Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen, Germany) at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. In addition, scanner pulses were recorded
for synchronisation of fMRI and physiological data at 200 Hz. Subsequently, RETROICOR
(Glover et al., 2000) was used to create regressors that were fed into the subject-specific
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fMRI analyses (GLMs) as confound regressors to remove spurious fluctuations. Details of
the current approach have been described above (Methods, chapter 3).

Analysis of fMRI time series
Following pre-processing, fMRI time series were modeled with general linear models
(GLMs). The different trial phases of the object-location memory task were modeled with
with two regressors. One regressor was used for the retrieval phase (replacement of an
object) and one for the encoding phase (following the location response, when the object
was shown at the correct location and could be collected), both of which were associated
with a parametric modulator for spatial memory. Inter-trial-intervals (presentation of a
fixation cross on a gray background) were not explicitly modeled and served as an implicit
baseline. The presentation of the object cues and the feedback was modeled with two
additional regressors. Furthermore, all GLMs included nuisance regressors, comprising
6 movement parameters and 1 regressor to model time points with instantaneous
displacements (Power et al., 2012) larger than 0.5 mm. In addition, physiological signals
have been recorded for a sub-set of participants (see section below for details) which was
used to correct for cardiac and respiratory artifacts by means of 14 additional regressors.
The main regressors of interest modeled virtual movement periods with two associated
parametric modulators (see ‘Analysis of grid-cell representations’ for details). Coefficients
for each regressor were estimated for each participant using maximum likelihood estimates
to account for serial correlations. All parametric modulators were normalized to have
zero mean and thus be orthogonal to the un-modulated regressor. Prior to the secondlevel random effects analysis, the linear contrast images of the regression coefficients
underwent nonlinear normalization to a group-specific EPI template with the Advanced
Neuroimaging Toolbox (ANTS; http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/).

Analysis of grid-cell representations
Previously, we found that individual putative grid orientations clustered at common
orientations across participants in circular environments with polarising extra-maze
landmarks (chapter 3) in the current 7T dataset and also in a replication study at 3T. The
strength of grid-cell representations across entorhinal laminar segments was estimated
by contrasting activation differences during runs aligned versus misaligned with the
environmentally determined grid orientations (Navarro Schroeder et al. submitted). More
specifically, a GLM contained regressors for both ‘aligned’ and ‘misaligned’ runs relative to
the three axes of the environmentally determined grid. Running directions at 0° (± 15°) of
this common grid are ‘aligned’. At periods of 60° a total of 6 aligned bins (each 30° wide) of
running directions are repeated and jointly comprise the aligned condition. The remaining
running directions pertain to the misaligned condition. As for the estimation procedure,
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regressors modelling six-fold rotational symmetry captured participant’s 50% fastest
movement time points. Participants’ contrast values (aligned > misaligned) then entered a
second level random-effects analysis to test for grid-cell representations in the entire brain
volume acquired. Previously, we showed significant activation in the EC in a whole-volume
analysis (chapter 3). Here, we compared the magnitude of this effect across entorhinal
laminar segments (Figure 2B) using all navigation data with fast movements (see above).

Entorhinal cortex ROI
Entorhinal cortex (EC) region-of-interests (ROIs) were manually defined on the groupspecific EPI template based on anatomical landmarks (Supplementary Figure 1; (Frankó et
al., 2014; Insausti et al., 1998) and subsequently back-normalized to the individual subject
space. For the extraction of the BOLD signal from different cortical layers, the EC ROIs
were then further subdivided into an upper, intermediate and lower section and equalized
for the number of voxels. Krimer et al. (Krimer et al., 1997) reported the thickness and
volumina of human entorhinal. A distinctive feature of the entorhinal cortex is the lack of
a deep granular cellular layer. In its stead a largely cell-free and fibre-rich layer of laminar
dissecans (layer IV) can be noted, although it is not consistently present in all parts of the
entorhinal cortex (Krimer et al., 1997). Layer III occupies approximately the middle third of
the debth of the entorhinal cortex, whereas the superficial layer I and layer II roughly take
the upper third of cortical debth and layer V and layer VI (and partly layer IV) the deepest
third. Accordingly, we expect the three laminar segments that were manually drawn on the
group-specific template image (Supplementary Figure 1) to correspond approximately to
layer I&II, layer III and layer IV-VI, respectively.

Seed-based connectivity analysis
For the quantification of functional connectivity between the functionally determined VVS
cluster and the entorhinal laminar segments we performed a singular-value decomposition
(SVD) and subtraction of the mean on the voxel-wise time-series within each ROI. Next,
functional connectivity was estimated by means of partial correlation analysis between
the time-series of the four ROIs. Finally, Pearson’s partial correlation coefficients were
Fisher-Z transformed and used for across-subject comparisons (Figure 1B).
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SUMMARY
In my doctoral thesis, I have addressed structure-function relationships in the brain in
relationship to spatial navigation and memory. In particular, I focused on functional and
structural aspects of the hippocampal formation, as well as computations for spatial
navigation behaviour and its relationship to the structural layout of the spatial environment.
I set out to answer the three following questions. First, what is the most likely anatomical
orientation of the human homologue areas of the rodent medial and lateral entorhinal
cortex (MEC and LEC, respectively), assessed and validated by means of functional
measures? Second, how is the function of the grid-cell system affected by the structural
layout of the spatial environment during navigation and could this provide insight about
the fundamental computations of the grid-cell system and its mechanistic role in the
formation and use of a cognitive map? And third, what is the functional role of different
layers of the entorhinal cortex in spatial processing and memory?
To address these questions, I leveraged a combination of recently developed technologies
and analytical methods, each of which was crucial for gaining a deeper understanding of
the structure-function relationships of space and memory in the brain. Whole-brain, highresolution imaging at 7 Tesla that enables laminar fMRI became feasible because of the
available hardware as much as the development of parallel imaging procedures, such as
3D EPI (Poser et al., 2010). Characterising the spatial organisation of changes of whole-brain
connectivity fingerprints within the entorhinal cortex became seamless with the use of the
ConGrads algorithms (Haak et al., 2014, see chapter 2). Virtual reality technologies allow
participants to navigate freely in a self-driven way that emulates real-world navigation
with high ecological validity. The combination of VR and fMRI enabled the development of
proxy measures for grid-cell population activity (Doeller et al., 2010), on which the current
work was built (see chapter 3 to chapter 4). Finally, I was instrumental in translating this
approach to a genetic imaging study, which found early alterations of the entorhinal gridsystem in people at genetic risk for Alzheimer’s disease (Kunz et al., 2015, see ‘Genetic
imaging’ paragraph below).
In the following paragraphs I will summarise and discuss the main findings described
in this thesis. To this end, I will relate them to the three questions described above and
discuss their relevance for potential future endeavours to unravel the interplay of structure
and function of spatial processing in the brain.
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What is the most likely anatomical orientation of the human homologue areas of the
rodent medial and lateral entorhinal cortex?
Extensive research on the role of the entorhinal cortex in spatial navigation and memory
has shown that this brain region plays a central role for the integration of different sensory
inputs into higher order mnemonic representations (Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Moser &
Moser, 2013). It is also the first brain area affected by Alzheimer’s disease (Braak & Braak,
1992). Two main subregions, the MEC and the LEC, are commonly distinguished in rodents.
They differ not only in structure (e.g. anatomical connectivity to other brain areas), but also
in function. The MEC contains a head-direction and grid cells, whose activity is modulated
by running direction and spatial location, respectively (Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al.,
2006). In contrast, cells in the LEC respond to individual objects in the environment rather
than to specific locations (Deshmukh & Knierim, 2011; Knierim et al., 2014; Tsao et al., 2013).
However, the human homologues of the rodent MEC and LEC remained elusive. The work
described in chapter 2 challenges a simplistic notion that became popular in both clinical
and basic neuroimaging studies (Khan et al., 2013; Reagh & Yassa, 2014; Schultz et al., 2012).
Namely, that the human homologues of those subregions can be linearly divided along the
mediolateral axis. To further our understanding of the organisation of the human entorhinal
cortex and to relate it to the rodent MEC and LEC regions, I took advantage of their
characteristic connectivity fingerprints to other brain regions. In a simplified description,
the MEC has stronger connectivity with posterior regions, e.g. in the occipital and posterior
parietal lobes, whereas the LEC has stronger connections with anterior regions, e.g. in the
frontal and anterior temporal lobes (REF). In the study described in Chapter 2, I employed
high-resolution fMRI in humans in combination with three different approaches. First, I
pursued a model-based connectivity approach of cortical seed regions. This was based
on a recently proposed model of two large-scale memory networks (Libby et al., 2012;
Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012) that should preferentially connect with either of the two major
entorhinal subregions. A seed-based connectivity analysis between regions pertaining
to either of the neocortical networks to manually-defined anterior-posterior or mediallateral entorhinal subregions provided evidence for an anterior-posterior division of the
two entorhinal subregions in the human brain. The second approach relied on ConGrads a
recently developed, data-driven method to estimate whole-brain functional connectivity
gradients within the EC (Haak et al., 2014). This method quantifies the similarities among the
voxel-wise connectivity fingerprints and computes the dominant modes of connectivity
change in the anatomical space of a region-of-interest. In two independent fMRI datasets,
one acquired at 7 Tesla (N = 26) and another large, publicly available dataset of the Human
Connectome Project acquired at 3 Tesla (N = 60), this method revealed a dominant mode
of connectivity change along the anteroposterior axis of the entorhinal cortex. Interestingly,
in both datasets I found an additional, second mode of connectivity change approximately
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perpendicular to the first, which might reflect bands of intra-entorhinal projections that
are known to cross the LEC/MEC boundary in a roughly orthogonal orientation in rodents
(Canto et al., 2008) and in primates (Chrobak & Amaral, 2007). Finally, for the third approach
I divided the continuous and dominant connectivity gradient in the entorhinal cortex to
obtain delineations of the likely human homologues of the rodent LEC and MEC. Due to
their structure (i.e. anatomical shape and location) we called these subregions anteriorlateral and posterior-medial EC (alEC and pmEC, respectively). Whole-brain connectivity
maps of these entorhinal subregions resembled the two memory networks that have
been linked to the MEC and LEC (Libby et al., 2012; Ranganath & Ritchey, 2012). Next, I
analysed response profiles in the alEC and the pmEC in another fMRI dataset acquired at
7 Tesla (N = 21), in which participants processed spatial and non-spatial stimuli. The pmEC
showed stronger responses for pictures of scenes than for objects and vice versa for the
alEC. This is in accordance with the role of the rodent MEC and LEC, respectively. These
three converging lines of evidence suggest a functional division of entorhinal cortex along
the anteroposterior axis in humans. Importantly, an independent group of researchers
(Maass et al., 2015) replicated our main finding (Navarro Schröder, Haak, Zaragoza Jimenez,
Beckmann, & Doeller, 2015) and we published both studies in the same issue of the journal
eLife. In summary, these results bridge structural and functional fingerprints across species
and inform future translational research in clinical and cognitive neuroscience.
Highlights:
•

The major human subdivisions of the entorhinal cortex are likely to divide along the
anteroposterior axis, contrary to previous suggestions.

•

The pmEC responds more strongly to spatial stimuli, whereas the alEC responds more
strongly to object stimuli, in accordance with the role of the rodent MEC and LEC.
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How is the function of the grid-cell system affected by the structure of the spatial
environment during navigation and could this provide a clue about the fundamental
computations of the grid-cell system and its mechanistic role in the formation and use
of a cognitive map?
Our ability to self-localise and to map and navigate the world is a fundamental aspect
of life, however, the underlying mechanisms are still poorly understood (Vickerstaff
& Cheung, 2010). Separate studies have focused on behavioural (Kelly et al., 2008),
biological (Hafting et al., 2005) or cognitive (Mittelstaedt, 1962) aspects of navigation, but
an overarching framework remains elusive (Vickerstaff & Cheung, 2010). Entorhinal grid
cells fire in a spatial pattern of equilateral triangles, resembling triangulation networks
used in cartography (Crone, 1953; United States Department of the Army, 1996). The initial
orientation of such networks is determined by the spatial layout of reference points in the
environment. However, the precise function of the grid-cell system, whose discovery was
awarded the Nobel Prize together with the work on place cells (The Nobel Committee
for Physiology or Medicine, 2014), remains unclear. In the work described in chapters
3-4, I tried to find a mechanistic explanation for the effects of environmental geometry
on the entorhinal grid-cell system by testing the hypothesis that its function relates to
Euclidean triangulation. In the first part (chapter 3), I employed computational modelling
to determine optimal path angles for triangulation with noisy inputs relative to one or more
environmental landmarks that formed one or two reference axes. The results revealed that
paths perpendicular to environmental reference axes are optimal for triangulation, which
could provide an explanation for the environmental alignment of grid cells described
previously in rats moving through square boxes (Krupic et al., 2015; T. Stensola et al.,
2015). Next, I set out to test the effects of a single environmental reference axis on the
activity of the human, entorhinal grid-system (chapter 4). I used proxy measures of grid
cell-like activity to estimate putative entorhinal grid orientations in two separate fMRI
studies with human participants freely navigating virtual environments (N = 26, and N = 24).
Individual, putative grid orientations aligned with optimal triangulation angles relative to
environmental axes, in line with the optimal arrangement of a triangulation map. Finally, in
a dedicated behavioural experiment (chapter 4) in another group of participants (N = 20)
I found that participants’ distance estimates were more precise on paths along directions
preferred by the grid-system. These results suggest that mammalian brains can compute
space during navigation by relying on fundamental mathematical operations described by
Euclidean trigonometry, which have been used since centuries by cartographers to map
the world. By leveraging computer simulations, neuroimaging, and behavioural testing in
human participants. With this I tried to bridge inter-species neuroscience and provide a
mechanistic, functional account of the Nobel-prize awarded rodent grid cells in human
wayfinding and cognition, with implications for autonomous wayfinding technology.
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Highlights:
•

Entorhinal grid-cell representations in humans align perpendicular to environmental
reference axes.

•

Optimal angles for triangulation predict grid alignment.

•

Humans estimate distances more precisely along directions preferred by the gridsystem.

•

Environmental effects on the grid-system are governed by landmark arrangement,
rather than boundaries per se.

•

A cross-species triangulation framework combines path integration, trigonometric
operations and the grid-system underlying wayfinding and cognition.
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What is the functional role of different layers of entorhinal cortex in spatial processing
and memory?
The laminar, or sheet-like organisation of cortical circuits might provide both computational
(Raizada & Grossberg, 2003) and developmental (Nikolaou & Meyer, 2015) advantages.
However, despite the ubiquitous nature of this phenomenon across species (Northcutt,
2002), its functional relevance is still poorly understood. In the work described in chapter
4 I combined recent advances in high-field fMRI at submillimetre-resolution (Koopmans
et al., 2010; Poser et al., 2010), proxy measures of grid-cell activity (Doeller et al., 2010;
Kunz et al., 2015) and functional connectivity analyses to investigate spatial processing in
the multilayered entorhinal network in humans. Participants performed a free navigation
object-location memory task in virtual reality. Having found effects of environmental
landmarks on entorhinal grid-cell representations (chapter 3), I was particularly interested
in the laminar interactions with visual regions during navigation and how this would relate
to the laminar distribution of grid-cell representations, as well as navigation performance
and memory across participants. I found that parts of the ventral visual stream (VVS),
including the fusiform gyrus and posterior parahippocampal gyrus, were activated
during movement and showed the strongest functional connectivity with deep entorhinal
segments. In contrast, grid-cell representations were strongest in middle and superficial
segments. Finally, the coherence of grid-cell representations predicted spatial memory
performance across participants, but only in the middle laminar segments. This laminar
triple dissociation is in line with invasive tracing studies in non-human animals showing
strong connectivity of deep entorhinal layers with neocortical areas (Canto et al., 2008;
Insausti et al., 1997; Kosel et al., 1982; Suzuki & Amaral, 1994), the distribution of grid cells
that are most abundant in middle and superficial layers in rats (Boccara et al., 2010; Sargolini
et al., 2006) and studies in mice that found a particular role of middle entorhinal layers for
temporal association memory (Suh et al., 2011). Combining these complementary analyses
in a single study in humans during free navigation provides novel insights into the mesolevel processing of laminar circuits for navigation and their relevance for behaviour.
Highlights:
•

Spatial processing during navigation was characterised by a triple dissociation in the
multilayered entorhinal network.

•

Ventral visual stream regions showed strongest functional connectivity with deep
laminar segments.

•

Grid-cell representations were strongest in middle and superficial segments.

•

Spatial memory correlated with the coherence of grid-cell representations in middle
laminar segments.
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Genetic imaging
Alzheimer’s disease affects about 30 million people worldwide and this number has been
estimated to rise above 100 million by 2050 (Brookmeyer, Johnson, Ziegler-Graham, &
Arrighi, 2007). The currently incurable disease places a major burden on patients and their
families and represents a significant challenge for the health system. Patients often suffer
from severe memory loss (Querfurth & LaFerla, 2010) and disorientation (Henderson, Mack,
& Williams, 1989). Alzheimer’s disease is caused by an interaction of multiple factors. One
of which is a particular variant of the gene for the APOE protein (Liu, Liu, Kanekiyo, Xu,
& Bu, 2013). One in six people is a carrier of this variant resulting in a threefold increase
of the risk to develop Alzheimer’s disease. Individuals with two APOE alleles even have
a tenfold increased risk (Liu et al., 2013). Treatment options for Alzheimer’s disease are
scarce, potentially because they are only administered when structural changes and cellloss already affect large parts of the brain. The early detection of Alzheimer’s disease is
therefore of paramount importance to administer treatments more effectively. The earliest
signs of Alzheimer’s disease can be detected in the superficial layers of the entorhinal
cortex (Braak & Braak, 1992), precisely where grid cells are most abundantly found. In a
multi-center, genetic imaging project I was instrumental to implement our fMRI based
grid-cell population proxy measure to test grid-cell representations in a group of young,
healthy adults at genetic risk for Alzheimer’s disease (N = 40, APOE-ɛ4 carriers) and a control
group without that risk (N = 40; Kunz et al., 2015). The most striking finding was that the risk
group showed less stable grid-cell representations, already decades before the possible
onset of the disease. This functional alteration preceded any structural changes, such as
cortical thickness, that we could test for using a 3 Tesla fMRI setup. Interestingly, although
spatial memory performance was not directly impaired in the risk group, we found that
reduced grid-cell representations were related to increased hippocampal activity.
This might reflect a compensatory mechanism that contributes to long-term disease
progression. This genetic imaging study opened the door to study early alterations relating
to Alzheimer’s disease, which future studies can link directly to the changes observed in
older people with an early diagnosis to better understand the pathogenesis and develop
more effective treatment options.
Highlights:
•

Young adults at genetic risk for AD exhibited weaker grid-cell representations

•

Reduced grid-cell representations were related to increased hippocampal activity,
potentially reflecting a compensatory mechanism that prevented clear spatial
memory impairments in the genetic risk group.
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DISCUSSION & OUTLOOK
Entorhinal subregions
The exact delineation of the borders of the cytoarchitectonically defined entorhinal cortex
across individuals (as with any other brain region) is not stable in relationship to anatomical
landmarks such as the collateral sulcus (Amunts et al., 2005). Consequently, subregions
of the entorhinal cortex will not have precisely the same alignment across individuals,
which poses a problem for (f)MRI studies. In addition, there are a number of other factors
that increase regional uncertainty in (f)MRI studies, such as realignment, coregistration
and warping or normalisation of images. In the study described in chapter 2, I divided
the continuous gradient of whole-brain connectivity change to obtain an alEC and pmEC
region-of-interest and to test their relative preference for spatial versus non-spatial stimuli.
While the results support the view that the human homologues of the rodent MEC and
LEC strongly distribute along the anteroposterior axis, they do not imply that entorhinal
subregions of individual participants are precisely divided in such fashion. In rats, grid cells
with the largest ‘receptive fields’ or scales are located in the ventral MEC. In humans, these
might contribute the largest signal to the fMRI based grid-cell proxy measure and could
be located - at least partly - in the alEC, instead of the pmEC. Therefore, in the analyses
for grid-cell representations following chapter 2 no distinctions were made for entorhinal
subregions, to avoid a loss in sensitivity. Future studies should compare our results to
individual cytoarchitectonic mappings in humans, in particular to test which of the various
smaller subdivisions (e.g. 9 subregions in humans described by Krimer et al., 1997) belong
to the proposed alEC or pmEC, respectively.

Entorhinal layers
Pathological changes of Alzheimer’s disease start in the superficial layers of the entorhinal
area (Braak & Braak, 1992). Having found impairments of entorhinal grid-cell representation
in young, healthy adults at genetic risk for Alzheimer’s disease (see section above ‘Genetic
imaging’) and similar laminar distributions of grid-cell representations in humans (chapter
4) as in rats, a potential next step would be to test laminar differences in spatial processing
in people at genetic risk for Alzheimer’s disease. Furthermore, metabolic and molecular
alterations in preclinical Alzheimer’s disease have been linked to the lateral parts of the
human entorhinal cortex, from where pathology might spread to other regions (Khan et al.,
2013). It would be particularly relevant to investigate the laminar characteristics of these
alterations to better understand pathological mechanisms, such as spreading to other
regions, starting in the multilayered entorhinal-hippocampal network.
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The brain as a grid fractal
The orthogonal orientation of cortical layers and cortical columns (in the EC hinted at by
the layer II islands and layer III clusters (Krimer et al., 1997), as well as the perpendicular
anatomical projections both from deep to superficial layers and vice versa) may just be one
level of a larger grid system or scaffold of quasi-orthogonal branching patterns. Such a grid
pattern has been shown to be the underlying organisational principle for axonal projections
at a multitude of scales in the nervous system (Wedeen et al., 2012) using an MRI method
called diffusion spectrum imaging in various species including humans. At the largest
scale, the pattern can be plainly seen in the way the large cranial and spinal nerve tracts
of the peripheral nervous system are oriented relative to the columna vertebralis. Such
a ladder or grid pattern can be found at many smaller scales within the brain. The quasiorthogonal structure of the branching pattern is more notable in some parts of the brain
than in others. A particularly regular organisation can be noted in the cerebellum and the
hippocampal formation (Wedeen 2013, personal communication), both regions implicated
in movement and navigation. This corroborates the long-standing lamellar hypothesis of
processing ‘units’ that are oriented transversally to the elongated hippocampal formation
(P. Andersen, Bliss, & Skrede, 1971), which include both entorhinal cortex and hippocampus
(see chapter 1, Figure 2 for an illustration of the transversal projection loops). In contrast to
the original hypothesis, the transverse units do not function individually, but longitudinal
projections are present as well (Knierim, 2015). These structural characteristics of the
hippocampal formation have direct functional correlates in the form of synchronisation
patterns of oscillations of the local field potential (LFP). On the one hand, relatively slower
oscillations in the theta range (roughly 6 Hz to 10 Hz) synchronise preferably in longitudinal
sections. On the other hand, faster oscillations in the gamma range (roughly 30 Hz to 40
Hz) synchronise more readily in transversal sections, as described in rats (Gloveli et al.,
2005). Various computational models suggest a crucial role of oscillations for grid-cell
formation (Barry et al., 2012; Burgess et al., 2007; Hasselmo, 2008; Welday et al., 2011),
but how this could relate to the structural organisation of the hippocampal formation as
a whole has largely been neglected. Similarly, the spatial structure of oscillation patterns
has only recently gained more interest, for example with the discovery of travelling
waves in the visual cortex (Lee, Blake, & Heeger, 2005; Patten, Rennie, Robinson, & Gong,
2012; Townsend et al., 2015; Zanos, Mineault, Nasiotis, Guitton, & Pack, 2015) and the
hippocampus (Patel, Fujisawa, Berényi, Royer, & Buzsáki, 2012; Zhang & Jacobs, 2015). The
potential relevance of travelling waves for grid-cell formation and function remains to be
tested.
An exciting avenue for future research is to investigate the general functional implications
of the structural characteristics of the grids described by Wedeen and colleagues.
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For example, normalisation has been suggested as a canonical neural computation
repeated at many different levels (Carandini & Heeger, 2012). In its most basic form it
requires summation and averaging, which may efficiently be implemented in a larger
elongated structure with lateral branches repeated periodically. Furthermore, the spatial
orthogonalisation of such a structure could support a functional orthogonalisation akin
to the mechanisms of a principal component analysis (PCA). These possibilities could be
tested empirically, for example with the use of neural network models. Finally, structural
aspects of the hippocampal formation, such as the regularity or coherence of white-matter
tracts assessed with DSI, might relate to functional aspects of the entorhinal grid-cell
system, such as the coherence of grid-cell orientations and even spatial memory. Future
research on across-participant (or across-animal) variations in structure and function could
elucidate the mechanisms underlying spatial cognition and memory.

CONCLUSION
In my doctoral studies described in this thesis, I set out to investigate structure-function
relationships in the brain, in particular in the hippocampal formation, in relationship to
spatial navigation and memory. First, my findings suggest that the gross organisation of
human entorhinal subregions has a dominant anterior-posterior component (chapter 2), in
contrast to what previous studies have assumed. Second, investigating navigation-related
processing along the orthogonal spatial direction of cortical laminar segments revealed
a triple dissociation of functional connectivity with visual regions during movement, the
distribution of grid-cell representations and correlations with behaviour, which provides a
new, meso-level view on the fine-grained spatial processing in the multilayered entorhinal
network.
Third, by taking a reversed approach to study structure-function relationships, namely
to test the influence of environmental geometry on the function of the entorhinal gridsystem, the results from a series of computational, fMRI and behavioural experiments
(chapter 3) provides evidence for a link between the entorhinal grid-system and Euclidean
triangulation. This constitutes a mechanistic explanation for the role of the entorhinal gridsystem in spatial cognition and has implications for autonomous wayfinding technology.
For example, drawing inspiration from the functional characteristics of the grid-cell system
has already benefitted the design and engineering of autonomously navigating systems
(Milford et al., 2010). The work described in chapter 3 suggests that further improvements
can be made by incorporating an optimal triangulation framework into similar brain-inspired
systems. Furthermore, operations from Euclidean mathematics, such as triangulation
might be used for other kinds of cognition, such as for episodic memory. Episodic memory
and our concept of self are inherently linked to a mental scaffold of space and time, which
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perhaps form a priori intuitions (Kant, 1781) necessary to gain further knowledge about
the world. This opens up the exciting possibility for a deeper understanding of the human
mind based on insights about the relationship between function and structure for spatial
processing in the brain.
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In de natuur is er vaak een verband te vinden tussen de structuur en de functie van de
dingen. Dit wordt met name duidelijk in de biologie, waar de functie van eiwitten in grote
maat bepaald wordt door hun structuur. Een kleine verandering in de samenstelling van
aminozuren kan al leiden tot een grote verandering in de structuur van een eiwit. Dit kan
soms bepalen of een eiwit wel of niet aan een receptor van een cel kan binden.
Op het niveau van de hersenen zijn er ook aanwijzingen voor belangrijke relaties tussen
structuur en functie. Deze zijn echter nog niet goed in kaart gebracht.
Twee erg belangrijke functies in ons leven zijn de vaardigheid zich te oriënteren en de
weg te vinden in de wereld om ons heen en het vermogen om episodisch geheugen
te vormen, oftewel, dat wij kunnen onthouden wat we wanneer hebben gedaan. In het
beroemd geval van Henry Molaison werd ontdekt dat een structuur diep in de hersenen
erg belangrijk is voor deze twee functies. Dit hersengebied wordt wegens zijn structuur
die op een zeepaardje lijkt de hippocampus genoemd (Grieks voor zeepaardje). Wegens
ernstige epilepsie werd dit gebied bij Henry Molaison chirurgisch verwijderd. Hierna was
hij niet meer in staat nieuwe episodische herinneringen aan te maken en hij scoorde
slechter op bepaalde testen voor ruimtelijk geheugen.
In mijn proefschrift heb ik de hersenfunctie voor ruimtelijke navigatie en geheugen
onderzocht en gekeken naar de samenhang tussen structuur en functie. Met name heb ik
mij gericht op functionele en structurele aspecten van de hippocampus en de structuren
eromheen, zoals de entorhinale schors. Verder heb ik ook onderzocht welke patronen van
activiteit in de hersenen het mogelijk maken dat wij de structuur van onze omgeving in
kaart kunnen brengen.
In de volgende paragrafen zal ik drie hoofdvragen stellen en proberen de belangrijkste
bevindingen van mijn proefschrift samen te vatten en hun betrekking tot drie vragen te
bespreken.
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Wat is de meest waarschijnlijke anatomische structuur en oriëntatie van het homoloog
gebied van de mediale en laterale entorhinale schors in knaagdieren (MEC en LEC,
respectievelijk)?
Uitgebreid onderzoek naar de rol van de entorinale schors in ruimtelijke navigatie en
het geheugen heeft aangetoond dat dit hersen gebied een centrale rol speelt voor de
integratie van verschillende zintuiglijke informatie in hogere representaties (Eichenbaum
et al, 2007;. Moser & Moser, 2013). Het is ook het eerste gebied dat wordt aangetast
door de ziekte van Alzheimer (Braak en Braak, 1992). Twee belangrijke onderdelen zijn
de MEC en de LEC die in knaagdieren vaak worden onderscheiden. Ze verschillen niet
alleen in hun structuur, bijvoorbeeld anatomische verbindingen met andere hersendelen,
maar ook in hun functie. De MEC bevat cellen die gevoelig zijn voor locaties en voor
de looprichting van het dier. In tegenstelling, cellen in de LEC kunnen gevoelig zijn
voor enkele objecten in de omgeving in plaats van op ruimtelijke locaties (Deshmukh &
Knierim, 2011;. Knierim et al, 2014;. Tsao et al, 2013). Wat de gebieden in mensen zijn die
corresponderen met de MEC en LEC in knaagdieren (zogenoemde homologe gebieden)
is lang onduidelijk gebleven. Het werk beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 maakt gebruik van de
karakteristieke patronen van verbindingen van de MEC end de LEC met de rest van de
hersenen en van hun gevoeligheid voor of ruimtelijke en object stimuli, respectievelijk,
om de homologe gebieden in mensen te kunnen vinden. In tegenstelling tot populaire
assumpties die gemaakt werden in studies naar onderdelen van de entorhinale schors
in mensen lieten mijn resultaten zien dat de twee onderdelen het duidelijkst gescheiden
kunnen worden langs de anteroposteriore as. Deze uitkomsten werden gerepliceerd door
een onafhankelijke groep van onderzoekers (Maass et al., 2015) en kunnen helpen om
zowel klinisch als ook fundamenteel onderzoek naar de entorhinale schors in mensen en
knaagdieren meer vergelijkbaar te maken.
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Wat is de invloed van de geometrie van de omgeving op ruimtelijke waarneming en
navigatie?
Ons vermogen om te weten waar we zijn en hoe we van locatie A naar locatie B komen is een
fundamenteel aspect van het leven, maar de onderliggende mechanismen in de hersenen
zijn nog steeds slecht begrepen (Vickerstaff & Cheung, 2010). Zogenoemde raster cellen
(‘grid cells’ in het Engels) in de entorhinale schors hebben een activiteitenpatroon dat de
omgeving in gelijkbenige driehoeken onderdeeld. Dit patroon lijk op een triangulatie kaart
van de omgeving en zou belangrijk kunnen zijn voor ruimtelijke waarneming en navigatie.
Echter, de onderliggende mechanismen en functies van het raster cel systeem zijn nog
onduidelijk. Het is wel bekend dat referentie assen, zoals de muren van een omgeving, de
orientatie van de kaart van de raster cellen kan beïnvloeden (Krupić et al, 2015;.. Stensola
T. et al, 2015). Het is niet mogelijk om rastercellen in mensen direct te onderzoeken zonder
invasieve chirurgie, maar dankzij een analyse methode die gebaseed is op de activiteit van
enkele zenuwcellen en navigatie taken in virtuele omgevingen (Doeller et al, 2010) is het
mogelijk om met functionele magnetische resonantie beeldvorming (fMRI) een signaal te
meten dat de activiteit van rastercellen waarschijnlijk wel op een indirecte manier kan weer
geven. In het werk beschreven in de hoofdstukken 3-4, heb ik de effecten van referentie
assen, oftewel van de geometrie van de omgeving op het indirecte fMRI signaal van
rastercellen onderzocht om de mogelijke rol van het raster cel systeem beter te begrijpen.
In twee verschillende fMRI studies vond ik aanwijzingen dat de orientatie van de raster
cel kaart haaks stond ten opzicht van de referentie as. Door middel van computationele
modellering vond ik verdere aanwijzingen dat dit een voordelige manier voorstelt om de
eigen positie in de omgeving te bepalen. Dit zou bijvoorbeeld kunnen door middel van
Euclidische driehoeksmetingen. Deze resultaten stellen een mogelijke verklaring voor de
effecten van referentie assen en de geometrie van de omgeving op het raster cel systeem
voor en wijzen naar een mogelijke rol van dit systeem in ruimtelijk geheugen en navigatie.
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Wat is de rol van de verschillende lagen van de entorhinale schors voor ruimtelijk
geheugen en navigatie?
De hersenschors is gekarakteriseerd door een laminaire structurele en functionele
organisatie. Echter, ondanks de alomtegenwoordige karakter van dit fenomeen in
verschillende diersoorten (Northcutt, 2002) is de functionele relevantie hiervan nog
steeds slecht begrepen. In het werk beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 heb ik onderzocht wat
de rol is van activiteit in verschillende laminaire segmenten van de entorhinale schors
voor ruimtelijk geheugen en navigatie. Voor dit doeleinde heb ik 7 Tesla fMRI met submillimeter resolutie (Koopmans et al, 2010;.. Poser et al, 2010), een raster cel ‘proxy analyse’
(Doeller et al, 2010 ; Kunz et al, 2015), en functionele connectiviteits analyses op het niveau
van laminaire lagen van de entorhinale schors toegepast. De taak van proefpersonen was
om de locaties van objecten in een virtuele omgeving te herinneren. Het werk beschreven
in hoofdstuk 3 gaf aanwijzing ervoor dat referentie punten een belangrijke rol spelen voor
het raster cel systeem in de entorhinale schors. In het werk beschreven in hoofdstuk 4
probeerde ik onder meer te achterhalen welk laminaire segmenten van de entorhinale
schors de sterkste functionele verbinding laten zien met visuele hersengebieden.
Gebieden van de ventrale visuele stroom waren het meest verbonden met de diepe
segmenten van de entorhinale schors. In tegenstelling, raster cel representaties waren het
sterks in de midden en superficiële lagen. Tenslotte, de raster cel representaties tussen
proefpersonen correleerden met ruimtelijke geheugen alleen in de midden segmenten.
Deze laminaire triple dissociatie is conform met de resultaten van invasieve tracing studies
in niet-menselijke dieren die voornamelijk connectiviteit van diepe entorhinale lagen met
neocortical gebieden beschrijven (Canto et al, 2008;. Insausti et al, 1997;. Kosel et al, 1982;.
Suzuki & Amaral, 1994), de verdeling van rastercellen die het meest voorkomen in de
midden en de superficiele lagen in ratten (Boccara et al, 2010;. Sargolini et al, 2006) en
een bijzondere rol van de midden lagen voor geheugen (Suh et al., 2011). Het combineren
van deze drie analyse methodes in mensen en tijdens vrij navigatiegedrag biedt nieuwe
inzichten in de werkwijze van laminaire circuits voor navigatie en hun relevantie voor het
gedrag.
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In mijn proefschrift heb ik de relatie tussen structuur en functie in de hersenen onderzocht
in het kader van ruimtelijke navigatie en het geheugen en met een oogmerk op de
hippocampus en hersengebieden eromheen. Het beschrijven van de entorhinale sub
gebieden die het meest waarschijnlijk corresponderen met de twee sub gebieden in
knaagdieren zou erg belang kunnen zijn voor toekomstige studies naar de oorzaken van de
ziekte van Alzheimer. Deze maken namelijk vaak gebruik van knaagdieren om de situatie
in mensen beter te begrijpen. Verder is het veelbelovend om de wiskundige mechanismes
te begrijpen die ten grondslag liggen aan de activiteit van raster cellen. Er zijn namelijk
al voorbeelden van het ontwerpen van robots die dankzij inspiraties van het raster cel
systeem beter in staat zijn om zelfstandig door hun omgeving te navigeren (Milford et al.,
2010). Ten slotte, het beter begrijpen van de structuur en de functie van de hippocampus en
entorhinale schors tot op het niveau van verschillende lagen van de hersenschors beloofd
van belang te zijn voor toekomstig onderzoek naar de onderliggende mechanismes van
ons vermogen om episodisch geheugen aan te maken en om een dieper inzicht in de
werkwijze van de menselijke geest te verwerven.
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